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Nursing education has a long history of relationships dominated by a culture 

of oppression. lndeed, the institutions in which nursing dwells themselves echo the 

values of patriarchy. For decades the traditional nursing c ~ c u l u m  itself, housed in 

behavionst pedagogy, has reinforced the discoune of domination within the student- 

teacher relationship, both in the classroom and in the clinical settings. 

Awakened to realization of this longstanding and extended oppression, nurse 

educators today seek renewed reiationships within a caring cunicular paradigm. This 

transformation beckons change in conceptual fiamework, and discourse that 

recognizes empowerment, and shared participation within relationshps. and seeks to 

understand and acknowledge the lived experience of the participants. 

Attention however. has failed to identib the impact of a deeply entrenched 

and long-standing oppressive environment. Many of today 's nurse educators 

themselves were taught within a behavionst curriculum, and lived within the 

experience of oppressive and domineering relationships. Society itself contributes to 

this domination. where communities and institutions house patnarchal values and 

relationships, and where. in fact, 'caring' is devalued, viewed as a 'fernale' trait, and 

t hus subservient to dominant patriarchal values. 

A change in paradigm 1s not suficient to undo the damage of both personal 

and societal domination. Transformation necessitates more than a change in 

pedagogy. Academic undentandmg of a caring paradigm is not enough to ensure 



healed relationships and lived experience that sheds itself of patrïarchy. It is too 

engrained. Without attention to personal and societal contexts, nurse educaton ris k 

'talking' within the new paradigm, yet 'living' within the old. 

In responding to these concems this research examines the behavïoral and 

caring cm-iculums, considering historical and contemporary features within this 

society. and compares the styles of educational interaction. In addition the research 

addresses hvo foms of transformation, persona1 and societal. Each are needed to 

bridge the gap between paradi-on change as leamed or k n o m  and paradipm change 

as intemalized. guided from within. denved from the soul of the nurse educator- 

Autobiography grounds the research concems in my lived experience as chiid 

nuning student and nurse educator. Story locates transformation of curriculum in 

gender, role and in societal value, and wthin the impact of lived experience. 
CI 

Hermeneutic analysis uncovers the themes, revealed rnetaphorically as fibers in the 

web of lived experience. May the mots of curricdar transformation be revealed 

wïthin this research.. . 



This research reveals the synchronicity o f  story, viewed metapho~ically as 

links in deiiberate design. or as patterns o f  ports on the water. Relationship is not 

coincidental. To those souk who have shared with me in education and in nursing 

practive, in livine and in loving, and you know who you are. I acknowledge your 

position in this research. You dance within the light. Thank you for experiencing with 

m e  the divine connections that our lives reveal within relationship. 

To  Dr. Sharon Rich. who helped me to locate the value o f  stoq, thank you. 

Your sensitivity enabled me to find my own. Your wisdom helped me to stay on the 

ground. Your rnergy helped me to find mine. There are numerous ways that 1 think of 

you, but one of my wamest visions is o f  you sitting wîth a group of =mduate students 

surrounded by books. and reading aloud. You are gifted in story and voice, Sharon. 1 

feel blessed to have shared with you. 

To Dr. Anilabelle Slocum. You are the first port I visited in my graduate 

studies. You started this research journey w t h  me. Thank you for helpin- me 

to find meaning in Iived experience. for staying with me through the struggles of 

those eariy research papers, and for heIping me to find the then isolatrd linkages in 

my story. Your encouragement. sensitivity. support. and conversation wi I I  always be 

remembered. Than k you 

To Dr. .Allen Pitman. Your gentle approach to  curriculum studies. your 
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PROLOGUE 

"A knowledge that spnngs frorn love 
rnay require us to change. 

even sacrifice, for the sake of what we know. 
[t is easy to be cunous and controlling. 

it is di fflcult to love. 
But if we want a knowledge 

that will rebind our broken world, 
we m u t  reach for the deeper passion. 

We rnust recover 
from our spiritual traditron 

the models and methods of knowing 
as an act of love.*- 

Palmer, 1983, p.9 

Canng. A concept perhaps. Language used frequently in the helpinç 

professions and most recently to define or charactenze a paradigm shift in nuning 

education. What meaning does the word inspire in care-gvers? Does its significance 

emerge as a knowledge learned? Does it imply an aptitude, a cornpetency, or a 

proficiency? Is it a nursing ski11 which cm be observed. improved upon wth training 

and practice (Barrow, 1990, p.88). and transferred to any circurnstance? 

Aiternatively, rnight the concept =ring be conceptualized as a motivation? 

Inquines might then resound in matters of incentive. of reason. and of cause. Rather 

than asking what behaviors or communication patterns convey canng_ nurse 

educators might seek answers to the source of care. Does it ernerge from the mind or 

the soul? What is its genesis? 1 s it heartened, provoked. indeed awakened as an 

essence of the spirit? Finallv, is curricul~m alone suficient to encourage, and to 

foster caring actions within the lived experience of nursing education and practice'? 



Having lived within the profession of nursing for 25 years, and having 

practiced a significant amount of time as a nune educator. my reiationship with the 

concept of care has been one that I have regarded w t h  both interest and disquieting 

attention. Those frames of reference are portraved wi thin thi s researc h. expressed 

through persmal narrative. grounded in a can ng paradigm cumcular framework. and 

transformed by sou1 motivated practice. 

In reflecting on the context of canng wthin nursing cumcula, the research 

examines the behavionst cumcular model, one that has dominated nursing education 

since p s t  World War II. and that has provoked an air of domination refiecred not 

only within the curriculum discoune, but also within the student-tacher relationdup. 

The present transformation of nursrng cumculum is rnotivated indeed inspired by 

the professions attempt to break free from this oppressive culture, and to replace it 

with a paradigm that places value on carhg and that inspires partnership. 

empowerment, and caring relationshps in both education and practice. 

What are the implications for change to a mode1 of cumiculum with a 

"cornmitment to an humanistic, phenomenological. and cntical orientation that 

considen the changmg health care needs or our society" (Hîlls, 1994. p. 159)? How 

does society itself view the concept of care, and canng actions in the nurse? Are they 

valued? 1s a change in cumculum sufticient means to alter an extended and 

embedded pattern of oppression? 1s new discourse enough to heal and alter patterns 

of interaction that have existed for so long? 



These issues have led me to the present research. They have beckoned me to 

reflect on the penonal meaning caring holds for me. and how 1 live it in practice and 

teaching, and to reflect on the meaning of care within our societal institutions. While 

institutions may be created to care for the needs of others. and to educate canng 

actions. within this present &y culture can there be caring institutions? 

The research methodology is chosen to embrace and to hemen the focus on 

personal mcaning and are. Persona1 narrative provides opportunity for me to reflect 

on my joumey as a nuning student in a behavionst curriculum. and as a nurse 

educator in both paradigrns. Both of these perspectives, as well as m'; lived 

experience outside of nuning, have led me to my present awareness of care. 

In the text I weave poetry, art and story IO consmict the narrative. The terms 

autobiography, narrative. and story are demonstrated throughout the research, and 

utilized as interchangeable ternis, for as synonymous concepts they awaken 

reaiization about the experience of living, educating, and about the relationshi ps of 

nuning practice. I invite you to share my story and to reflect on your o w  for '-the 

story as told may become a source for othen to reflect. understand and transform 

through their owm reflection and life experience, for to study the "person" we must 

study ourselves, as well as others (Rogers, cited in Haggerson, 1995. p.96 1. 

As 1 have considered rny life experiences witlun the personal narrative. and 

penons who have inspired me in l ivine iearrung. in nursing and in nursing educatlon. 

1 have become aware of the bewldenng connectedness that holds our lire patterns 

together. This impression has led me to n o  metaphon that 1 use to enhance the 



research concem, to echo life relationship, and to connect with hermeneutic 

reflection central in the methodology, "for metaphor is a language we use to search 

for answers to the questions which are at the center of the major themes in our lives" 

(Poliard. cited in Hultgren. 1990, p.4). 

The metaphor of web is woven through the research. and enhances thematic 

analysis in Chapter 4 . The second metaphor, that of sailing provides opponunity to 

reflect on the themes identifie4 as it echoes the web of life relationship. Simrlar to 

the sailboats need for union with water, "...in the sacred moments of Iife- the sou1 

moments- water is alwavs with us. Without water there is no life ... without connection 

to Our inner waters, we do not feel. C o ~ e c t i n g  to our well in meditation opens us to 

the possibility of dnnking from the water of sou1 that gwes meaning to Me" 

( Woodman, cited in Simpkinson, 1995, p.72). May the pattern of the web revealed 

within the research inspire nurse educaîors alike to strive to teach from the water. 



CHAPTER 1 

iNTRODUCTION: C O m G  TO THE QUESTIONS 

Within this chapter I identiQ the questions that this research addresses. 

Qualitative methods foundrd in prsonal narrative and hermeneutic phenornenolog 

are discussed and reflected upon. as methods consistent to research concçrned with 

lived espenence and the human condition. 

Coming To The Questions 

The wind as the spirits breath guides me over the sea of my unconscious. 
( Cameron, 1 996 ) 

The inquiries that this research addresses are: how do nurse educators 

understand care. how is care inspired, and how is care practiced? Frorn these central 

concems. the research also seeks to uncover how caring actions rnight be denved 

from the sou1 of the nurse educator as a result of personal spintual transformation? 

How might the sou1 rnotivate caring actions in practice? Finally. in what ways is 

personal transformation the soul's atternpt to awaken a source of care from one's 

own spiritual being'? 

Methodology 

The purpose of this research is to explore the lived expenence of nurse 

educators as they know and practice caring. The centrai questions identifred above 

explore the relationship between the rssrntial aspects of caring actions and jxrsonal 

spintual transformation, and caring as rxperienced as motivation from the soul. 



Caring actions are considered within IWO cumcular paradiWs in nursing education, 

the behaviorist and the caring cumcular models. Both are defined and described in 

C hapter 3. 

Phenornenolog forms a philosophic basis within the caring cumcular 

paradigrn in nursing, and lends opporiunity for analysis within this research. The 

tradition of hermeneutic phenomenolo~, grounded in the wntings of Gadarner 

( 1993). and van Manen ( 1990 1, provide opportunity to explore the lived expenence. 

and give purpose to the interpretation within the research methodology. As one 

retlects phenomenologcallv. it is possible pedagogtcally to grasp the essence of that 

rsperience for the individual. 

This philosophy aims "to enter that world through relation- a wap of finding 

ourselves in a relation of being-in-the-world" ( Hultgren. 1984, p.38). Hermeneutics 

adds an interpretation of what has occurred and brings understanding into being 

(Heidegger as cited in Hultgren, 1984, for '-. .. hermeneurics govems the search for 

meaning and temporali &..A is an act of historical understanding. Understanding is 

the key" (Berrnan. L.. Hultg-ren, F.. Lee, D.. Rivkin. M.. & Roderick. J.. 1991. p.30). 

As Gadamer ( 1993. p.292) suggests. -'the task of hermeneurics is to produce new 

understandings or interpretations for bot h conversants. " 

As such the philosophy and methodology utilized mithin this research are 

consistent with the research concem. While the goal of quantitative and positivist 

research is to predict, qualitative and interpretive research seeks to understand 



(Collins. 1992). In Chapter 2 1 address hermeneutic phenornenolog. to consider the 

relationship of this philosophy to the caring paradigm. 

1 use personal narrative to provide the research with a vision of rny own 

expenence of beinç as person. as nurse and as educator. My life experience as 

ponderer. poet and artist also infoms the research. Hermeneutic reflection through 

thematic analysis (van Manen- 1990) hetps me to explore the iived expenence 

reveaied in rny autobiography in C hapter 4. 

Telling stories awakens realization wthin the experience of living, wïthin 

the context of leaming. and \rithin the relationship of nursing practice. The goal in 

each perspective is to engage the participants in the stop told. and then to ask. what 

is the expenence and "why was the sto? told that wq" f Riessman, 1 993 j? Narrative 

is the study of how hurnans make meaning of experience. 

The qualirarive method is fitting for research focused on questions of lived 

cxpenence and relationship in a helping profession. for "...narrative consritutes 

reality: it is in the telling that w r  maLe real phrnomena in the Stream of 

consciousness" i Riessman. 1 993. p .21)  The meaning anached to the story as told 

lies in how wr make sense of the rsperience. and occurs in reflection. 

retrospectively. The story is interpreted ii-hen it ic finished for -'critical reflection 

permits us to reclaim our own histories and to surpass them through the acts of 

remembrance and interpretation" (Krall. 1988. p.170) relying on "reflection and 

reasoning ... phenornenological dialogue and refiectivr interpretation" (Schultz & 

Meleis, 1988, p.' 18). 



Story awakens realization within the experience of living, within the context 

of educating, and within the relationships of nursing practice, for "It is through our 

stories that we draw our picture of the world and decide how to act in its midst" 

(Randall. 1995. p. 1 10). As Sandelowski ( 1994. p.25) has stated. "Nanative knowing 

is a means to know again what nurses have al ways known. ..we are the stories we 

tell." The importance of autobiography in persona1 knowing has been replicated by 

Cooper. 199 1 : Poltinghome. 1988: and Shuben. 1996 1. 

Narrative research echoes the relevance of the central questions as it 

--adopts a critical posture towards one3 fiee -associative account looking for the 

functions of one's explanations of oneseif- (Pinar. 1988, p. 14 1 ). As Randall( 1995. 

p.8) has explained, --We are forever trying to 'makr rneaning' out of our existence 

and -make something' out of our lives ... learning is -making-: making sense. making 

a life, making ouneives.. . leaming is -seul-maliing." 

A narrative may raise more questions than it answers as it seeks to gain an 

expressive rather than a n  explanatos response. and because "action in situations is 

subject to a multiplici~ of influences. it is ofien complex and unpredictablr (Clark. 

1993. p.6,7)." New and perhaps different questions may cmrrge. therefore. within 

the dialogue. for as Reason and Hawkins ( 1988, p.86,87) reflect, 

... different stories-within-the-storq. c a q  meanings for the sto~teller. 
reflecting different aspects of the current Me position. The rneaning of each 
of these interwoven aspects of the story arises out of the interaction of the 
stoni. the storyteller. and the audience ... levels reflect levels: outside reflects 
inside; the individual reflects the collective: and the p s t  reflects the present. 



Narrative situates the story teller in the world socially and histoncally 

(Overl y & Spalding. 1 993 ). and "embraces forbidden themes i ncl uding gender. 

romance, and sexuality" (Weber & Mitchell, 1995. p. 10) It is "the intellectual, 

ethical, and emotional iife of the teacher as it is undertaken and remembered. It is 

historical. sociological, philosophical. physiological. and spiritual. It is a living: it is 

something that is lived-* (Traver, 1987, p.447). 

Lived experience considenng these multiple contexts is revealed within the 

thematic analysis. reflecting the influences that have an impact on the story as 

experienced and told for. -'Stones need to be ciosely interrogated and analyzed in 

their social contes" (Goodson. 1995. p.97). "Life story is the interface beween life 

as lived and the social times" (Josselson, 1993. p-xiii j. The use of personal narrative 

mounds the researchers position within a personal, professional, and societal - 
conrext, and enabies one to become a part of the shared experience. for --the Iife 

h i s t o ~  method stives toward locating the individual first of al1 in his or her overall 

experiences, and secondly, within the broader socio-historical framework that h r  or 

she 1 ives" (Faraday & Pl ummcr. 1 979. p. 777). 

Persona1 narrative is also a method consistent with the central concern of 

this research, in recognizinç the relationship of soul and caring within relationships 

in nuning education and practice. Thomas Moore ( 1991) refen to story as a means 

of glimpsing the soul. the deep seat of relationship not found in the 'mechanics' of 

communication. The relavance of stov has also been revealed in its use in teaching 



othen (Darbyshire, 1995). knowing self in teaching (Jalongo. 1992)? and as a 

therapeutic tool in nursing practice (Cohen. 1994). 

Within the autobiography told in this research. 1 use two metaphon. These 

metaphon are "necessary for meaning-making, for a narrative and its explication to 

make sense" (Josselson. 1993. pxii). The first is the metaphor of a web. Embedded 

in the web are themes that anse within the research. issues of power and 

powerlessness. desips of time and relationshi p, transformation throurh healing. and 

the location of sou! and story As a metaphor it appeals to me and enhances the 

meaning within rny story. and heips it to rnake sense. 

The web metaphor reveals itself as 'fibers' reflecting the pattern and the 

themes within the story told. As the stoq weaves through the research. it echoes the 

design of the web. and reveals i t s  forrn in new ways as the embedded stoq emerges. 

The second metaphor. sailing, is revealed near the end of the research. This 

rnetaphor adds clariry to the relationships of the identified themes, and emphasizes 

the philosophical framrwork upon which this research is bassd. 

The wind metaphotically 
does not seek to control the saii. 

Rather. it signals the sailor to dance. 
Lt tills the sail and offen conditions to play 

It beckons the possibility of discovery.. . 
(Carneron, 1 996 ) 

Ln this chapter, 1 have reflected upon narrative as a tom of qualitative 

research. and upon the philosophy of hermeneutic phenomenology, as two viable 

methods of research in considering questions of human exprrience. Central to 



understanding the process within this research, and the conte.- within which the 

narrative is positioned, is an appreciation of the two paradigms referred to 

previously. the behavioria and the caring cumcula in Chapter 2 I reflect upon these 

modeis of cumcula and presents them metaphorically as the fibers of oppression and 

caring in the web. In addition the relevance of phenomenology and sou1 to this 

researc h is discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVEW 

-4 COMP.4RiSON OF BEHAVIORIST AND CARWG PARADIGMS: 
THE NFLUENCE OF PHENOMENOLOGY: 

AND THE MEANWG OF SOUL 

Introduction 

W ithi n this chapter four concepts within the Iiterature are revierved: the 

behaviorist mode1 of nursing cumcuium, the carinç paradiçm. the influence of 

phenornenolog- in nuning cumculum. and the meaning of soul as a source for canng 

actions in nurçing practice. 

Providing an undentanding of these concepts allows for comprehension of 

the historical and present day factors that have had an impact on curriculum 

development and implementation. The concepts also provide a framework for 

consideration of the need for. and the meaning of spirituai transformation. 

Consideration and cornparison of the relatiowhips of nune educators and students in 

each paradi-m is a central concem. 

Within this chapter the behavionst C U ~ ~ C U ~ U ~  is referred to metaphorïcally 

as the -fiber of oppression'. while the caring mode! is identified as the ' fiber of 

canng'. F ipre  2.1 retlects the metaphorical contest of the theoretical tiamework 

identified within this chapter. As showvn in Figure 7.1 .. the 'hean and soul' are 

represented rnetaphoncally in the centre of the web. Surrounding that core are the 

fibers of canne and oppression. The. may be visualized as engaged. or in opposition. 

revealing tension perhaps within t heir encounters. That meaning wi 11 be revealed 

within this research. 



Thematic analysis in Chapter 4 suggests the relationships of themes 

uncovered in the web. Embedded themes not yet recognized. may indeed change the 

shape, and the connections, found within this metaphor. Fisure 2.1. reflects 

metaphorically the shape and design of the web as the story wthin  this research 

beçins. It may be considered as the Rrst voice. 

Fimire 3.1. The initial design: canng and oppression encircle sou1 



The Fiber Of Oppression In The Web 

For decades nursing education has been dominated by an oppressive. 

prescriptive rnodel ( Bevis. 1988: Hedin. 1989: Nehls. 1995: Rather. 1994: Tanner. 

1988). In revealing this oppressive fiber. attention is given to deteminin- the 

interactive cfimate created betwen the nurse educator and the leamer, ilthin the 

contest of the behaviorist culture. Scenes of oppressive expenence are depicted in the 

personal narrative which foilows this chapter that echo and reveal the cloud of 

domination. 

The behaviorrst cumculum referred to by Bevis ( 1988) as the Tyler model, is 

urilized as the characterization in this discussion. This cumculum is based on a single 

mechanistic view of human brhavior. Behavroral pedagogy is metaphoncally referred 

to as a machine in that it efficirntly rransmits knoivledge from teacher to student 

( Nrhls. 1995. p.204 1. 

Prompted by historical conditions after World War I I .  the Tyler mode! \cris 

introducrd to nursing curr~culum more than forty years ago. A pra-matic age was 

c hanging the perspective of what \vas needed in nursing curriculum. Nursing research 

and nursing theories wre \ inuall y unheard OC as wvere guidelines for developing 

curri~culurn. To increase the qualih of education. new concepts and discoune 

emerged that emphasized core curriculum and integrated models. and nursing turned 

to the framework provided by Tyler to develop and rnodifv their o t n  (Bevis & 

Clayton, 1989). 



Nursing \vas "at a crossroads and needed structure and guidance to groow. to 

increase the quality of educational programs. and to be con-ment with the very 

pra-iatic age of post World War II" ( Bevis. 1988. p. 14). Adoption of the behaviorist 

paradigrn however. came at great price. blockinç the light of creativity. dispell in- 

ivinds of enthusiasm in the leamer. and repelling the glee of cntical imagination. The 

teacher wove a dimate of fear. and created an atmosphere tilled not with care. but 

rather u i t h  intimidation. 

The dominant agency pattern ( MacDonald & MacDonald. 1 988 ). created 

within this behaviorist pedagogy was not only reflected in the spirit of the classroom. 

but also in the character of curriculum decisions. with an emphasis on objectives and 

goals. and in a terminolog that provided a discourse of domination ( Bevis. 1 994 ). It 

was entrenched within the medical model, embraced by content-dnven teaching 

methods. and dominated by oppressive relationships. As Hultgren ( 1 984. p. 26 j 

afims. "...The language of behavioral objectives. cornpetencies. performances. 

classroom management techniques and the like. al1 reflect interest in control and 

concem in teaching as technique." 

As an'. threatened species. the students' focus shified away from Ieaming to 

managing faculh perceptions about their performance. and desiring a positive vacher 

evaluation (Hedin. 1989). The leamer became a passive recipient of content that \vas 

often perceived as meaningless. The behaviorist model disempowered the student and 

created singular discourse. The teacher's voice echoed alone in the classroorn. The 

students sat passively hearing what they needed to know. and how they mut perform. 



This climatr contradicted the culture needed. In a profession where safe 

performance requires active jud-ment. critical thinking skills. human interaction and 

compassion. the leaming environment was in opposition. The teacher modeled power 

and the student as an undernounshed crop. wilted in the winds of disempowerment. 

The behavionst cumculum curtailed the ven, characteristics educaton hope 

to inspire because it -'leads to the aiienation of students €rom themselves and their 

wvork_ the mystification of meaning in which the values and understandings of others- 

those in authority positions- take priori&. and to an approach to education in which 

portions of reality are legitimated- the technical and sensate- and in which areas are 

denied or ignored- values and subjective experience" (Hedin, 1989. p.4). How. we 

might ask. could nurse çducaton endorse such a prescriptive. rule-dnven cumculum. 

within a program whrre compassion and canng are necessary and valued conditions 

for nursing practice ( Bevis. i988)? 

Is the answer found in the rducational experience of many nurse educators 

themselves? Having been clouded wit hin this dominating culture as students, is the 

theme of oppression a leamed interactive style? For as Friere ( 1993. p.28) has 

reflected . "it is a rare prasant who once 'promoted' ro overseer. does not becorne 

more of a tyrant towards his former cornrades than himself" 

Similarly Rather ( 1994. p.169) repeats Friere's postulation when she saYs. 

"Having been steeped in these ideologies through their o\m iived espenence. 

teac hen school as they were schooled: the? adopt the values of their oppressor and 

reproduce their own oppression." If so- does the oppressed student graduate as a 



disempowered nurse, to becorne a tyrannical nurse educator, who continues to 

dominate within a cycle of oppression as victim becomes oppressor (Friere. 1993)? 

MacDonald & MacDonald ( 1988) suggest that patnarchal influence ma? be 

viewed not as an impact of biological gender. but rather as a reflection of agentic or 

male oriented dominant traits. present in both males and tèmales. Do tèmales with 

predominant agentic traits exen power in a similar way within the culture ofnuning 

education'? 

Finallv. what values within our social culture encourage a spint of 

domination wthin the contest of education? Since the industrial a p .  we have 

survived as a culture impelled by --the promise of domination of nature. of material 

abundance.. .of uniimited production and hence. uniimited consumption ... ( Fromm. 

1976. p. 1 1 ). In a society concerned and preoccupied with possession. the context in 

education may easily drift toward a motivation for knowledge as personal gain and 

control, where" ... the more ive crave to possess and dominate the world and others. 

the deeper and more unbearable becomes the chasrn of our emptiness-' ( Batchelor. 

1983, p.27). 

In a culture in these post-modern tirnes where students and educators alike 

dash down the information highway seeking tmth nithin the knowledge esplosion, 

often cornmunicating through technolo~g and not through human contact. one rnight 

wonder if the dnve for information is replacing the desire for car@ and human 

connection. Does technology simply represent another form of power and 

domination'? 



Nursing education today, aspires to heal from oppressive wounds inflicted by 

behaviorist pedagogy. To do so it has tumed to a new paradi-m. Yet. is 

transformation of cumcular frarnework sufficient means to undo the damage of 

decades of oppression'? Must nursing tum its attention to the values embedded nithin 

the subcukure of nursing itself. and to the values of the larger culture in which it 

dwells'' 

In initiating cumcular change. nursing has failed to address the cycles of 

pranny and disempowerment that continue to exist within its ranks. and the larger 

cultural intluence that reinforces the context of oppression and domination. Instead 

nurse educators have focused on new phiIosophy. understandings and discourse. 

StiI 1. the previous circumstances blind it from true transformation. for "a person 

cannot reflect on lived experience while living through the expenence" (van Manen. 

1990. p. I O  1. inatirntion to these influences undermines nursing's attempts to 

transfom to a canng paradigrn and to creatr a culture based on canng interactions 

The significance of these components is revealed in Chapter 4. 

In the nrxt section. 1 outline the carin- paradigm. The influence of the 

philosophy of phenornçnoloby is also discussed as a con-ment framework for a 

curriculum focused on human relarionship and lived expenence. The caring paradigrn 

is seen by some as a reaction to the oppression identified with the traditional 

behaviorist mode1 of cumculurn. It represents nuning's attempt to move out of 

dominance and opprrssion in relationships, to discover its o\sn language basrd on 



care. and to find its identity, not as a shadow to the medical mode1 of care. but within 

the meaning of health and relationship based on lived experience. 

The Fiber of Care in the Web 

Mile the fiber of oppression ha long described nursing curriculum and its 

lengthy alignment with traditional science and medicine wvith a charactenstic focus 

on objectivism. scientism. and technism ( Watson, 1 988). nursing 1s presently 

transfonning its cumcular framework. The new paradi-m referred to as a 'caring 

cumculurn' emphasizes human relationship and care. where --nursing can be 

discovered anew with a more meaningful philosophical foundation based on human 

rather than nonhuman values ..." ( Watson. 1988, p. 17). This perspective has been 

confirmed by Gray ( 1992) and Allen t 1990). 

Since --the human-to-human caring transactions of nursing canot be 

explained or understood with a positivistic. deterministic. materialistic rnind set" 

(Watson. 1988. p.8). this new paradip represents a change in vision from 

traditional science. objectivity and cure techniques. to one of human science. 

subjectivih. personal meaning. and human expenence (Watson. 1988). tt reflects a 

naturalistic!'interpretive paradign where "reality is assumed to be multiple and 

constnicted rarher than singular and tangible" (Sandelowski. 1993. p . 3 .  The caring 

curriculum is guided more by the natural. universal. or rationai modes of inqui? as 

provided by hermeneutics or critical social theory (Hult~~en,  1995). and retlects an 

intent to guide nursing away from practice as technique to meaning in practice. 



Recognition of the oppressive relationships fostered within the behaviorist 

Tyler model supported, indeed fostered nurse educators in discoverîng and creating a 

new paradigm based on caring and the lived experience of the participants. This shifk 

to meaninç has attracted cumculum development with its "cornmitment to a 

humanistic. phenomenologic. and critical orientation that considen the changing 

health care needs oFour society" i Hills. 1994. p. 159). 

Phenornenolog provides the canng paradi-ni with a phi losophic basis that 

rchoes the desire for a cumculum focused on lived hurnan espenence. for cntical 

phenomenolog '-calls for participation in the everyday life worid with those of 

whom Ive wish to inquire by making them partners in dialogue" (Beekman. cited in 

Hultgren. 1990. p.6 1. Hultgen ( 1986. p. 10) also affirms that "if wve are to remain 

responsive to the cornmitment of phenomenolog we mus? allow the linowledge we 

seek to speak to us through the lived experience rather than through the categorical 

abstractions of knowledge found in schemas. models and theories. " 

In initiatins a curriculum with a humanistic contest based on the philosophy 

of phenomrnolo~. nursing education seeks to escape frorn the structure imposed by 

the behaviorist model. one that rips at the vr- hean of caring, the true sou1 of 

nursing. toward an emphasis on hurnan rxpenence. The process of educating 

becomes a field for endless exploration of individual and social phenornena- 

esamination of the lived esperience of al1 participants. and understanding of the 

human condition. where '-the meaning or essence of a phenomenon is never simple or 



one-dimensional. Meaning is mult i-dimensional and mu1 ti- 1ayered'- ( van Manen, 

1990. p.78). 

Within the caring paradi-m. the learning relationship becornes one in which 

power. responsibility for leaming, and teachinç methodologies are concepts shared 

between the student and the nurse educator (Bevis & Murray. 1990). This social order 

reflects respect for the leamer. and rmpowen t he  student to seek out individual 

capabilities and interests. As such. leaming cakes on meaning and change occurs 

within the interaction ( Simon, 1992 1. 

Within this new contest leaming occurs as a process of uncovering endless 

meanings for hoth the student and the teacher. The misfortune of curriculum that 

Ieads to one rneaning or one concluston is defeared (Ovrrly & Spalding, 1993 ). The 

student is encouraged to examine and express inner e.xpetience. Rather than rejecting 

the inner voice of crrativip. it is sought. As the b m h  portravs the innrr vision of the 

artist. the srudent-teacher relationship reflects the philosophy of the curriculum. 

Unlockin~ the door to creativc: imagination. teacher dorninated content and 

lecture met hodolog i s replaced hy free espressive style. Meaning is discovrred 

perceptions are nised. and critical thinking is awakened. The student. irnpassioned by 

the process. views the cl ient's rsperiencs. and the meaning it holds, rather than 

attending to the contest of illness or symptom alone. as in the previous behavionst 

paradiw ( Tanner. 1 988 ). Post-modemism beckons us  to --see i ndeterminacy as that 

which encourages. indeed entices. us to participate in the pneration of rneaning" 

(Doll. 1993. p.273). As in the following illustration: 



. ..the teacher and student stood at the bank of the river. It seemed 
to wind like a ribbon. They watched it divide, then rush away, 
then merge again. The light danced on i t3 surface. then shadowed 
as clouds loomed overhead. It \vas autumn. Overhead the leaves 
fell endlessly from the trees until the ground was quiited in colour. 
The- walked together pondering possibilities that seemed to emerçe 
endlessiy. Answers seemed less si gni ficant than the emerçing 
sensitivity fostered wi thin their sharing. Final ly. the student gazing 
upward to the skq pondered aloud *'I wonder if the sûongest leaf falls 
first or if it falls tast?" 

(Cameron- 1 998 ) 

In distinguishing between learning that is technical and ski11 focusrd and that 

which encourages cntical thinking? Bevis ( 1990) suggests that there are six Cpes of 

leaming. The first three. item. directive. and rational. support a training mode1 where 

the student responds to l i sts. procedures. descn ptions. directions. and to the 

relationship of skills and interventions to these items and directions. The expenence 

in the classroom is dominated by content. and though the student ma! rnernonze or 

replicate the theon, true learning may never occur at all. 

In examinine teaching methods and developing cumculum where discovery 

of meaning, cnticai thinking, and active learner participation may further develop 

leamer confidence and empowerment, Bevis ( 1990) identifies three additional types 

of leaming that she upholds as the only true educational modes. She identifies these 

as synta.x. context. and inqui-. These modes of thinking allow the student to analyze. 

critique. recognize insights. to view wholes rather than pans. to acknowledge 

experiences. to discover meaninp within the experiences. and to engage in praxis. 

allowing theory and practice to inform and shape each other (Bevis. 1988). Leaming 



is impelled by process rather than content, and is rnotivated by arvareness of 

experience and relationship of self and othen. 

The phenornenologcal model "requires a transfonned relationship between 

teacher and student. to open up the possibility for leaming fiom one another through 

meaningful dialogue" (Tanner, 1990. p.198). This joint responsibility challenges the 

traditional behaviorist paradi-m and entices new possibilities within the formed 

relationship. As common participants. the student and teacher alike. share in the 

leaming process as equal and valued partnen within the educational model. The 

experience. like a shared melody. ambraces sach of them in personal and shared 

The instruments 
blended in harmony. 

The notes 
patterned 

then echoed 
in the sound 

created. 
The context understood, 

the  players 
acknowledged it 

and 
the experience 

was shaped 
by the tune. 

(Carneron, 1998) 

Phenomenolo~y- as a philosophic bais within a caring paradigm. inspires 

discovery of meaning within the process of both living and leaming. "lf we adopt the 

starting point of phenomenology and the l ived world of immediate everyday 



experience, the world of this inhabited beach is -already there' before reflection 

begms - as an halienable presence" (Merleau-Ponty. cited in Josseison. 1993. p.8). 

This philosophic lens evokes the empowerment of three dimensions of 

thinking: epistemological. where we wonder how it is that ive have corne to know 

what we know; ontolo_mcal. where we ponder the meaning of the thing in the world. 

ahically and rnorally: and cosrnolo~cai. where we reflect on the meaning in the 

broader order of things ( McCutcheon- 1993 ). 

As one retlects phenomenoiogically on the Iived experience of the 

panicipants within the process of leaming in nursing education, it is possible 

pedzgogically to g a s p  the essence of that experience for the individuais van 

Manen. 1 990). That phi losophy supports and indeed heightens the intent of a caring 

curricular paradi~gn. It changes our relattonships to one anot her. and our expenences 

reflect the adaptive. collaborative. and interdependent functions (Oldfather & 

West, 1994). 

The student strives to find the endless layers of meanings. as the themes and 

layers of themes unfold themseives (van Manen- 1990). The cumculum wveaves a 

tapestry o f  drsi~ms ready to be revzaled. As Vincent Van Gogh reflected. "... [ do not 

invent the whole picture: o n  the contnn. I find it al1 ready in nature. only i t  must be 

disentangle&' ( cited in Gerstein. 1 989. p.94). 

"For the anist as well as the phenomenologist. the source of al1 work is the 

experiential lifeworld of human bein gs... a genuine anistic expression is not just 



representationai or imitational of some event in the worid. Rather it transcends the 

expenential world in an act of reflective existence" ( van Manen. 1 990. p.97). 

The caring paradigrn clearly affords nuning education the opportunity to 

transform its interrelatedness to one of mutual respect and openness. Lt proposes 

escape from oppression and dominance and liberates potential for open expression. 

Unlike the previous empirical analytic technical orientation that is focused on 

achievement and goals- the situational 1 nterpretive orientation based on the 

philosophy of phenomenology seeks to interpret lived experience. Cntical theory 

further adds to that perspective. in widening the fbcus to improving the human 

condition "to understand ho& and in what ways one becomes a nurse" ( Nehls. 1995. 

p. 204 I. 

While the framework upon which the caring paradlm is based demonstrates 

t heoreticall y and conceptuail y a mode1 that speaks to 1 i fe expertence and interactions. 

and strives to inspire critical thinking and sensitivity to human esperience. is a 

change in curriculum pedagoa alone enough to inspire lived esperience that is 

caring? 1s an understanding of its philosophic underpinnings enough to lead us as 

educators to new rclationships with our students? What is the impact of culture and 

societal values on the lived espenence of care? 1s a change in philosophy and 

conceptual fritmervork enough to change oui actions in teaching? 1 would postdate 

that to presume so is short-sighted indeed. 

While an understanding of the philosophic and theoretical basis of the canng 

parad ip  may strengthen the possibi li ties for cumcular transformation. i t does not 



ensure a change in lived experience within the classroom, and within the student 

teacher relationship-Teaching through academic understanding alone is 1 ike educating 

with one eye. The visual potential is limited. For as Watson has noted. caring 

behavion may be demonstrated by the nurse through performance. yet not be based 

on true care of the patient ( 1988). Similarly, the teacher ma? "talk" the caring 

paradi-i wit hout internaking its phi losophy. 

Instead a second lens is needed one that lends vision to personal 

transformation and leads the educator to the -sou17 of life. Without that spirituai 

vision and imperus we risk talking the paradigrn in practice. without tmly living it. or 

as Palmer ( 1983) has indicated we risk excluding the heart. Watson echoes that 

perspective when she postdates. "The value of human care and caring involves a 

higher sense of spirit of self ( 1988. p.3 1 j. 

The fiber of the carine paradigm is v e q  strongly connected to the -heart and 

soul' of the web. Equally joined though in opposition is the fiber of oppression. 

Together they circle it. As contradictions they inspire cornparison, and echo the 

tension experienced within relationships of care and domination. Only through 

connection with the central core of the web c m  educators detect the 'spirit' of the 

curriculum, find the -vigor' that inspires it. and discover the &rue source of caring; 

located within the -sou17 of the nurse educator. 

The mind's vision excludes the heart, but the hem's 
vision c m  include the mind. 

(Palmer, 1 983. p-xii) 



Until this point. attention in this chapter has focused pnmarily on cornparison 

of the ongin, conceptual framework. and relations hi p of the traditional behaviorist 

mode1 of nursing curriculum, to that of the caring paradip. Lastly. the concept of 

-seul‘ is introduced presented as a more viable source than knowledge of cumculum. 

to uncover the true source of -tare' in educational relationships. and within the 

meaning of one's lived personal and social experience. Within the discussion of 

'soul* in this final section. 1 focus on its meaning historically and in present timrs 

within this culture. As well. I reflect metaphorically on the heart and sou1 of the web 

as the true impetus for cumcular transformation in nursing to a caring paradi-m. 

The Hean And Soul Of The Web 

When gazing at a web I often find my eyes 
are most attracted 

to the pattern 
or 

to the victirn trapped within. 
If it's alive. 

1 inevitably try to 
release it. 

But when one selects to look closeiy. 
in the centre 
IS a core, 

a nudeus for the encircling design. 
1t is the heart & sou1 

of the web. 
(Cameron, I 998 

When persona1 transfomation guides the teac her in cumcular c hang toward 

a caring paradi_m. the possibility anses to practice within a philosophy that speaks of 



sou1 truth as a foundation for a curriculum, and for the student-teacher relations hip. 

We need " 'wholelesight' . a vision of the world in which mind and heart unite. 'as 

two eyes make one sight'. Our seeing shapes our king. Only as we see whole can we 

and Our world be whole" (Palmer, 1983. p.xi j. 

Within the present research, reference to the soul of the nurse educator is 

intended to ascribe to the spirituai roots- beliefs. or values that guide in one's quesr 

for personal meaning. and which influence behavior. That source for some ma. be 

founded in the rxperience of formal religion. For others it ma! be contained in one's 

personal engagement with creation. in whatever form or irnagery that may assume. It 

must. however. for purposes of this research. be grounded within a persona1 

commitment to love. In the value of life and relationship, and not in a knowledge of 

spirituality alons. 

--...The search for rneaningfulness in life - relates to spirituality: a need for a 

real transformation of our livtts" i Haveka. 198 1 ,  p.48). Prnonal transformation 

invites us to look inward. to our central core. to our soul, to that eternal source in 

which wt: find Our csxnce of love. Inspinted by that essence, we rnay become the 

source that guides and informs our relationships with othen. 

Watson describes sou! as the -'geist. spirit, imer self. or essence of the person. 

which is tied to a geater sense of self-awareness. a higher degree of consciousness, 

an i ~ e r  strength, anu a power that can espand human capacities and allow a person 

to transcend his or her usual self ( 1989, p.32). Within this context, caring is not 

derived only From a theoretical understanding of the concept. nther it is inspired by 
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spiritual, penonal lived expenence and awareness. To be pided as an educator by 

one3 own spiritual truth means to be guided from the love within one3 soul. for "in 

the swamplands of the soul there is meaninp and the cail to enlarge consciousness" 

(Hollis. 1993. p. 1 OS). 

When we derive kom the sou[. we are able to live and educate %om a position 

of love and divine inspiration. "Those who clairn to be educaton must care for. 

indeed love. those whom they would presurne to educate" (Huebner, 1988- p. 1 18). 

Yet what meaning 

these pst-modem times? 

observed that soul. spirit. 

does the concept D SOU^' inspire in the western world in 

In reviewing the literature for this research it has been 

ove. and caring are ail concepts uti lized interchangeabl y 

They seem to be undifferentiated in their use. Might that uncenainty reflect a 

society. a culture that places little value on issues of spirituality on both a fomal and 

informai level? 

Rather do these timrs refirct a culture concerned with owning, possessing, 

and acquinng? 'Wntil recently. the 20th century mi@ have been viewed as the 

centuq in which Western culture lost its soul. Sacrificing attention to the inner life 

for punuit of the outer life, we have become possessed with money. convenience. and 

the illusion of immorality'? (Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solari, 1995, p. I ). As such. 

we gasp  and cling, cursed in Our frenzied efforts to seize and occupy. 

The enlightenment marked the beginning of rejection of the soul. According 

to Happe1 and Pice ( 19951, the use of soul language becarne a political issue. and 

--rejecting the sou1 as an entity was envisaged as a rebellion, a war for one3 freedom 



from the oppression of pnests and churches" ( cited in Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & 

Solari. 1995, p.61). It marked a time when medicine. educational institutions and 

other social systems were seen as a more rational way of controlling human behavior. 

Fromm (1976. p.29) observed this 'having' orientation as one in which *'greed 

for money. fame. and power has becorne the dominant theme of life." Likewise. 

educaton. as owners of knowledge. feed it eagerly to the hungry mouths of students. 

then demand its retum as cloned information retrieved in a s s ipen t s  and 

examinations. Creativity and discovee are both foreign to the soulless society. and to 

the educational faci 1 ities that li kewise teach the possessive stance. 

Historicaily. soul has existed within a varied context. reflecting forma1 

religious beliefs. esisting traditions. and the social and cultural context of each period 

of time. Prior to the loss of sou1 in western civiiization, a theme of reiationship and 

divinity had been previously represented in numerous contexts. 

Plato and Aristotle were most concerned with soui and defining cateçories 

that tvould separate humans from plants. anirnals and rocks, and with what makes a 

human, human. (Solan. cited in Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solan. 1995). Adding to 

that perception Thomas Aquinas identified the soul as that which connects us to the 

divine (Solari. cited in Simpkinson, Simpkinson, & Solari. 1995). The Renaissance 

theoiogians in advocating natural religion. believed in a sensitivity to the sacred in 

evem - da\: - l ife. For them. relationships were truly sacred, nest to divinity (Moore. 

1994). 



The meaning of sou1 has emerged over time through poetry in the wvorks of 

Woodsworth who believed that "the location of the sacred ivas not above and 

unchanging, but immediate and present in the fields and paths of his beloved Lake 

District of Enaland y ( Solari. cited in Simpkinson. Simpkinson & Solari. 1995. p.3 1. 

He and Keats in the 19th century presented the soul as both i~mited and changed 

through human expenence. in relationships and with nature ( Solari. cited in 

Simpkinson. Simpkinson & Solan. 1995). 

Poet Walt Whitman sxpressed his belief that the sou1 was inseparable frorn 

the bodv. as well as from the souk of others. Car1 Jung. who descnbed his iitè work 

as care of the souls. described a perception similar to Whitman's in his concept of the 

collective unconscious (Solan. cited in Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solan. 1995 1. 

Yet if. indeed. these post-modern times do reflect a culture that is souliess. 

then far wonder that the void is expenenced. indeed evidenced in al1 of our 

institutions. by the interactive styles within them. While we speak readily of our love 

for Our families. our homes. and our personal fnends. we rare]'; if ever speak of love 

in relation to our students. our colleagues- or our clients (Huebner. 1985.1. 

In our sophisticated. t echno lo~  driven communitirs. '-in an age of 

telecommunications- which. by the ta-.  literally means * distant communications '- 

we suffer svmptorns of the l o s ~  of soul" ( Moore. 1994. p.xvii ). Wc need to uncover 

the passion in educarion as --in the reclaiming of one's passions one then begins the 

process of reclaiming one's self' (DeLuca. 1996, p. 139). 



Thomas Moore ( 1994) reflects on the sacredness of life, and appreciation for 

life as necessary to care for the soul. Refemng to therapists in the helping professions 

who experience fmstration. he says. " They want to work w t h  their clients on a soul 

level. but meanwhiie, they are employed by institutions that require short-tem 

therapy solutions in order to keep their profits up. You can't care for the soul in six 

sessions: o u  can3 address the mystenes of an individual while !ou' re labeling 

pathologies and looking at the dock" ( Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solan. 1995. 

p .  1 . Likewvise. nurse rducators cannot hope to teach in a canne paradi-m within an 

institution and relationships that continue to be clouded by and steeped in the 

dominance of patriarchv. 

Camngton daims that no maner what our life work, feelings of effectiveness 

and satisfaction are Iinked to where that work is anchored, and "...if our psychic 

energ is ego-based we will inevitably nin out of steam. But if our work has sorne 

connecrion to our essential being.. .our resenres o f  energ* wiil prove to be both 

limitless and self-renewing'- (Simpkinson. Simpkinson & Solan. 1995. p. 125 ). 

That concem changes the issue of caring from one of intimate relationship to 

the levd of the  institution. As Moore has postulated. "...the thought of al1 of us living 

more soulful lives could be \.en- threatening. I f  we are tmly living lives that nourish 

.- 
soul. we will want jobs that Save the soul as well ... Simpkinson. Simpinson, & 

So tari, 1 995. p. 1 9 1. As \re employ a cumculum influcnced b'; the soul of the educator. 

ive free ounelvrs to sail in unchaned waters, to attend to the meaning of life, where 

'-relationship is not a project, it is a _mace" (Moore. 1994. p.756). Can 



Ive do so if the institution is unabie to care for the educaror. for the student, and if the 

culture fails to value sou1 as the source of care? 

To reconstnict nursing curnculurn  vith ho ut attention to the impact of social 

and cultural values involves nothing short of donning new clothing for our bruised 

and weatened souk. "We educate without vision to inner tmth and enlightenment. 

Instead we create the potential for a cumcular langage tilled with dangerous. 

unrecognized myths: dangerous not because they are myths but becausr the' remain 

unrecognized and unchallenged " (Huebner. 1975. p.? 18 1. We are nilnerable to what 

Bevis ( 1989) refers to as the nui1 cumculum, one which is thought to be there but is 

not. 

Transformation of a nursing cumculum beckons transformation wthin the 

western culture. T h e  implications go beyond the personai to a larger social Ievel. in 

that ive wviII also have to refuse to do work that darnages others, that contributes to 

environmental destruction that in one way or another injures the soul of the world" 

(Moore, cited in Sirnpkinson. Sirnpkinson & Solan'. 1995. p. 19). 

Yet is the injuq too vast. too deep? How might nurse educators invested in 

curricular devdopment designed to reflect a caring paradigm contain the shadow thar 

exists within our society and within the western culture? If cmicular change is 

insuficient means in translating Our relatedness away from an oppressive stance, then 

how might the issues of the past be rsamined. contestualized, and transformed? 

Metaphorically, the hean and soul of the web locate the place for healing to 

inspire transformation. Heal ing begins personal l y wî t hin the individual. Once bom, i t 



links as fiben in the web, as a partner in dialogue with others. The healing begins 

with the story told first as personal reflection. then as story told. as story heard. as 

story circling in reflection . as story unfolds insights about the human condition. for. 

'- ... stories make soul, and sou1 speaks in story. By becoming aware of our stories and 

their complexities. we access sou1 becaw through ston, we make meaning" 

( Sirnpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solari. 1995. p. 180). Only through the changed pattern 

of seeking insights and wisdoms from our souk. ma? we hope to uncover the true 

source of care to guide us in relationships. where -canng' is the true core of lived 

experience in nursing education. 

In Chapter 3. I present aspects of my autobiographical story 1 focus on 

instances which have highlighted rny lived experience as a chi14 as a student nune. 

as a practitioner. and as a nurse educator. Within these varied contexts the ston 

reveals sources of care and oppression and the influence each had on my lived 

experience then. and as a nurse and nurse educator today. 

Metaphoncally one might suggest that to recognize darhess. one needs to 

know iight. and that relationship refiects. enhances. and is indeed necess- for the 

identities to rrnerge. May the story reveal the themes. and lead the research to 

insights about the concept of care within the lived experience of teaching and 

leaming in nursing education. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

Fiben of Lived Experience Within the Web 

Introduction 

Where to begin? It circles me. 
The longer I reflect and rernember, 

the longer the story becomes. 
1s it ever done? 

Where is the beginning or the end ... 
or. likr sou1 does the story dance forever? 

How might I disentangle 
the fibers in the web 
that tells my story? 

(Cameron, 1998) 

1 invite vou now to reflect on the story told as a pattern of fibers in the web 

that maps, portrays perhaps. a ponion of rny life. Each stow embodies a lived 

expenence as recalled. and as the linkages reveal their pattern on the web. the design 

is recognized. The s top told reflecrs the thrmes. metaphorically revealed within the 

fiber. and ultimately sculptured in the web archetype. 

A web ...p aîtemrd strong. though capable of breaking ...an an form. a trap. 

inspiring fear or delight depending on one's location. and as such echoing life 

perhaps. As 1 wrote the stones within this research. I wondered at the memories that 

surfaced. Wh! were some recalled so quickly. remembered with such detail and with 

such reexperienced emotion? 1 womed at tintes that some unforgotten aspects left 

the picture skewed or unfulfilled. Only when the research was nearing completion did 

1 recognize the relevance of the stories recalled. The themes that called to me were 

ihose that echoed relevance to joy and pain. to care and power. May the stones reveal 



the patterns of rny lived experience and uncover meaning within the roots of soul. 

Here are my stories. The first story begins when I was a child of about twelve years of 

age. 

Coming To Care 

Edith Margaret Skinner lived 82 years. She was my ~ n d m o t h e r .  In rny 

memory now. as 1 endeavor to create her face within my mind I recall that she 

always looked the same. time-honored perhaps. Her hair was always white and sofilv 

curled around her gently winkled features. She smiled often and her eyes were 

warm. settled in a face whose lines described more than 80 years of living. 

When I was a child she would play games with me. Chinese checkers and 

dominoes we played frequently, but her spark and vitality was very much revealed in 

crokinole. Her finçer though crooked and angled with arthntis could propel that puck 

with vigor. I smile remembering that cven now. She filled me with wamth and 

laughter. 

In later yean she moved to a hospital for she needed much physical care. 

There she inspired in me as a child ways of howing care that would have far 

reaching impact on my life. thouçh I did not know it then. 

1 recali feelings of sadness when exposed to the downcast eyes in the patients 

as spurring, and indeed calling me to care. The gloomy presence of the hospital, the 

isolation. detachment of old age, the insular secl usion of helplessness beckoned me to 



associate. to hold to replenish perhap- some sense of joy and hlfiilment within their 

1 ives. 

The expenence planted a seed of empathv filled with motivation ro consider 

areas in l i  fe where control and empowerment may be threatened. 1 wondered what it 

\as like to grow old and to be in a hospital without independence and choice. 1 

worried about how it felt when your body let y u  dom. though o u r  mind was still 

agile. 

I fed those questions and rny desire to care with visits to my grandmother 

where 1 would tell her stories of my day. I would hold her hand and kiss her cheek. I 

would feed her. Then I began to read her stories. She liked that Her eyes would open 

wde in interest or amusement as the words becarne the instment that sang the 

melody. Little did 1 know then that my regard for the value of stov now. would find 

its roors in the memory of those eues. 

The pleasure that was created in that sharing spread to other ladies in the 

room, and soon we had a cl uster assembled around the story told. One day, rny 

grandrnother's roommate called me over to her bed. She had a pile of very old 

looking books piled beside her. "1 want o u  to have these," she said wi th a softness 

in her voice. 

I opened one- then another, then ail of them. Inside were pictures of nurses, and 

instruments, and portions of the human body. "These were mine when 1 was in 

nursing school and I've kept them al1 of these years. I want you to have them because 



1 think you would be a very good nurse." My grandmother, lying in the next bed. 

nodded in agreement. 1 thanked her and took them home. I recognized the value those 

very old and treasured books had for her. 1 was rnoved that she had gwen thern to me. 

I felt inspîred to be a nurse ... to be a nurse to care. .. 

All Nurses Care ... Don't The?? 

The source of care fostered in mu relationship with my grandmother was not 

recopized at the time for the impact it would have on my life. Like~ise. the 

oppression 1 would rspenence as a student nurse would also lie undetected until 

years later. The impacr of each. the joy and the pain. \vas not donnant, not silenced. 

rather unrecognized. Onl!. w t h i n  the stop remembered. and nithin the story told. do 

the themes emerging from the seeds reveal their shape and pattern. and thejr 

relevance to my life. 

M y  grandrnother died when I was I4 years of açe. It was an evening in 

December. The Christmas iights illuminated the window where she slept. 1 remember 

there were wet drops from the meltinç flakes of snow sliding d o w  the coloured 

reflection on the window pane. lîke tean perhaps. My mother and I were at my 

mandmother's bedside. 1 had been told she was unconscious though 1 did not full' 
Y 

understand the meaning. 1 t meant on1 y to me then. as 1 recall now. that s he was 

unable to wake up. though I knew that she was dying. Stili 1 rernember sining beside 

her as she Iay in the bed. holding her hand and talkinç to her. 



Suddenly her eyes opened. She was awake! I alerted my mother who left 

quickly to tind a nurse. 1 hugged mv grandmother tightly. Then the nurse amved. She 

pushed me out of the unit pulling the curtain tightly like a slamming door. i felt 

confused and rejected. Mv mother calmly told me she had died. We cried together. I 

felt an enormi- of pain and loss that. even as I write about it years later. initiates an 

aching inside my chest. When most afraid and vulnerable. when most in need of 

canne conract. 1 had met my tirs1 unfeeling nurse. How that experience would impact 

rny sensitivity to death for vears to foliow. perhaps forever. 

I finished high sçhool and enterd a diplorna nursing program whrn 1 was 18 

yrars old. It was 1968. Diploma schools of n m i n g  were hospital based. A nursing 

residence created a culture of education and camaraderie. In spite of my expenence 

with my -mndmother's dearh. still I expected nurses to be k i n d  warm. gentle women. 

healen. who would act rn faith to empower those whom they served. 1 did meet some 

who filled my idealized perception. Others, as the followlng stories reveal. are 

perhaps clearly remembered now. because at the time the? darkened my innocence. 

h i  tiation 

I t  was the first week ofschool. There were about 40 of us sitting in the 

nursing ans class. The room \vas sterile. Walis of cream and g a y  formed the 

background for sinks. hospital beds, and cupboards w t h  closed doors. Our desks 

were locked to the floor in a tiered sequence. We sai in combined anticipation, 

excitement and uneasiness waiting for the experience to begtn. 



The faculty began to arrive- They pushed chairs together forming a line in 

front of us_ though slightly to the side. They mumbled and laughed together and 

gradua11 y sat on the chairs. Then our nursing ans teac her amved. There was 

something powerful in the way she walked. and in the posture she assumed behind 

the lectem. She was not a large woman though her demeanor commanded attention. 

She welcomed us to the program though her face \vas not hospitable at ail. 1 felt an 

apprehension forming in my stomach. Was this a nursing teacher' 

She asked for a volunteer to corne to the fiont of the room and place a pillow 

case on a pillow. Was this a trick. 1 wondered? 1s rhis how a class begms? There 

was shifting in the room as everyone looked awav from her searching gaze, hoping 

not to be detected, not wanting to depart from the securiry of our desks rooted firmly 

on the floor. 

1 heard rny name called. My stomach tightened. Slowly I lifted myself from 

mu desk and walked nervously to where she was standing. The room was quiet. The 

faculty stared. The nursing arts teacher stood beside me7 facing me with both han& 

on her hips, a posture 1 would soon recognize to be as distinctive as her uniform. She 

handed me the pillow case and the pillow. and I begn the seeming impossible task of 

inserting it into the case. 

I struggled. The pillow was plump and unyielding. Tirne seemed to stop. as 

did sound. 1 swallowed hard. How could anything so simple seem so arduous? 

Finally, the pillow slipped into the case. 1 sighed with relief and handed it to her. 



She had a srnirk on her face. somewhat sinister. The faculty too were smiling, 

taunting the secret prank that seemed known only to those in power. 

Grateful to retum to m?; desk 1 heard her voice echoing the intent of the 

exercise. That." she proclaimed in a taunting voice. "is the way of a Iay penon. This 

is how a nurse performs!" With one a m  inside the case. she formed an accordion- 

like pleating of the fabric with her other hand. gabbed the end ofthe pillow. and slid 

the material rasil! ovrr and dom.  

The faculty chuckled the students squirrned. Little did we know that thîs 

oppressive tone would dwell with us for the  next three years. The seed of dominance 

was planted in the atmosphere of intimidation created within the classroom. 

Unknown to us we had entered a behaviorist culture. Sunlval would necessitate total 

compliance to those in power ... the teachers. 

The Freckie 

Nuning ans led us through one procedure after another. We lcarned that here 

was one way to do evrrvthing. and that singular method was ciearly identified in the 

'Procedure Book' a large black binder that followed us eveyvhere. I lived in 

constant fear of forgetting the order of steps or of doing something incorrectly 

Mistakes were always followed by loud contiontation from the nursing ans teacher. 

Night after night we would practice. The school of nursing was attached to 

the nurse's residence. so once evening arrived we would don comfonable clothes and 

walk d o m  the hall to the nursing arts lab. There \vas always a lightened atmosphere 



at night when the faculty were absent. replacing the oppressive atmosphere of the 

day . 

Making a bed correctly proved to be an even more insurmountable task than 

my experience had been with the pillow slip. which incidentally I had practiced until 

1 was now as adept as she. The bedmaking, however. was another story. The corners 

had to be mitered at 30 degrees, the drawsheet had to be so man? centimeten from 

the top of the bed. though I canot recaii roda? how many. and the sheets had to be 

fined tightly N o  matter how manv times 1 made the b e d  I had to do it again and 

again. Sornething rvas alwavs imperfect and, most frequently. it was with my 

drawsheet. 

There wre many beds in the nursing arts lab, so that at an- one time many 

students could conceivabl y be practicing, and atternpring to pass the teacher- s 

rigorous scrutiny. As the students made their beds she wouid march back and forth. 

ams crosscd ovcrscring thcir struggics. There b a s  no misinterpreting the loud voicc 

that always accompanied an error. Once the bed kaas completed she wvould march 

ovèr with her d e r  and rneasure the distance of the draivsheet, assess the mitered 

corners and the genenl quality of the bedmaking. If she was not pleased she wouid 

gab the linen in the centre of the bed, pull everything off of it and shout. "Do it 

agai n !" 

Over and over 1 made the bed. 1 could not, in spite of al1 my efforts, place that 

drawsheet at the exact centimeter point. The class ended and 1 still had not passed 

bedrnaking. 



Back in my room in the residence 1 pondered what to do. wondering al1 the 

while what one or two centimeters difference could possibly mean to the comfort and 

well-being of the patient. The point. however. was not to question why. rather to do it 

as told. Then 1 had an idea. In the rnorning before 1 went to class I would mark a 

point on my a m  with a black pen. so that the dot would blend in like a freckle at the 

exact centimeter point where I should place the drawsheet. 

i went to bed more confident. 1 would use my a m  as a ruler. Tomomw 1 

would pass bedmaking. 

The next rnorning 1 camed out my plan and vient to nursing ans ciass. I put the 

bottom sheet on mitering the corners carefully and ensured that the sheet was tight. 

Then I Iay the drawsheet on the bed. Luckily she was busy watching someone else. I 

matched the height of the cloth to the freckle and tucked in the ârawsheet. I placed 

the top sheet and bedspread on the bed, rucked them in placed a ciean pi llow case on 

the pillow and attached the cal1 bel1 to the draw sheet. I was done. 

Over she marched, with her usual air of authority. She eramined the bed 

carefully, arms folded across her chest. nien she placed her d e r  above the 

drawsheet. Her eyes gazed at the point where the edge of the drawsheet met the d e r  

line. "Excellent!" she proclairned, "You have finally mastered it! You ma' now make 

beds in the hospital!" 

1 smiled to myself. 1 had finally passed bedmaking. I had not learned an'hing 

except how to survive in the culture. 1 had adapted to power through my ONTI saateg?. 

Pleasing the teacher was al1 that mattered. 1 had better hmg on to that freckle. 



AAer the Lab.. . 

It was Our first clinical day. Having finally passed bedmaking we were each 

assigned to a patient's roorn to make unoccupied beds. Shiny white shoes and 

unifonns that still looked new reveated our new roles as  nurses. 

1 wvas assigned to a room with three men. When 1 amved the! were sining in 

chairs talliing. 1 recall that they did not appear to be il1 as the? greaed me 

enthusiasticaliy. 1 began my rask of smpping their beds and replacing their bedding 

with fieshi- cleaned and ironed sheets. With intense concentration 1 applied my new 

skill, mitering, tucking, tightening. checking and rechecking my technique. Finally 

the t hree beds were made. 

1 stood back. examining the beds with pride. I pinned the cal! bells, tidied the 

overbed table and piaced ir ar the bottom of the bed The gentlemen continued to talk 

\+ith me and with each other. and cornplirnented me on my efficiency. I beamed wiiirh 

their flattery and remember feeling pride in mu owm performance. 

Then in she came. This clinical teacher was not one that 1 had met before but 

her walk her posture and her general demeanor immediarely chilled my newly found 

confidence. She looked around the room. walked around each bed then swiftly, and 

without warning, snatched the sheets and the bedding, and dropped them d o m  on the 

now esposed rnattress. "Make them again!" she declared with annoyance, and t ~ d  

and waiked briskly out ofthe room. 



The men looked sheepishly at me. 1 stared at the three beds that just moments 

before had filled me with pride and accomplishment. My confidence was replaced 

with embamsment and a sense of bruised and broken pride. 1 made the beds again. 

The Bed Baths 

The atmosphere of dominance continued both in the nursing arts lab and in 

the hospital setting. We edged our tvay through the procedure book. relieved as one 

more method or technique met the approval of the teacher and \vas passed. 

One of the most challenging procedures was leaming to g v e  a complete bed 

bath and to make an occupied bed. It meant that we had not only to bathe each other. 

but aIso to make a bed with one or the other of us in it. 1 still shudder with the 

memory of rny difficulty in passing this procedure! 

Our teacher demonstrated the method as w e  al1 sat carefuily obsercing in the 

tiered classroom. Once she had completed the procedure. she instructed us to select a 

partner with whom we would practice and work ~ 7 t h  in Our return demonstration. 

My fnend Anne and 1 became pamers. We practiced and studied the 

technique. spent man! evenings in the lab, and made bed afier bed with one or the 

other of us inside of it. Finally we felt ready to demonstrate our cornpetence to the 

teacher. 

Each pair of students \vas assigned to a time for retum demonstration in the 

nursinç arts lab. One at a time each one of us would bathe our partner and then make 

the occupied bed. while the teacher observed our technique. There were several pain 



of students working at one time. This day our usual nursing arts teacher and another 

faculty member were observing the proceedings. Anne was told to begin the 

procedure. 

I got into the bed and Anne started the bath. Then the nursing ans teacher 

amved. She watched Anne for a few minutes and then she began to criticize and 

berate her for the technique she was usine. No matter what Anne did. it was not 

proficient enough. Finally. out of fnistration. Anne began to cry. Ignonng her tears. 

the teacher continued to confront in a loud and critical voice. Unable to withstand any 

more abuse of my fnend, 1 sat up in the bed. looked at the teacher and said --Please 

leave her alone." She glared at me for a moment, then tumed on her heels and walked 

bnskly out of the room. 

We looked at each other in relief. She was gone, for the moment anyway. The 

other teacher humed over and helped  AM^ to tuck in the sheets. She had a hamed 

expression and seemed eager to help Anne finish the bed before her colleague 

retumed. I recall thinking that she too seemed intimidated by this teacher. 1 remrmber 

wishing that therr were more teachers like this one who seemed to care, and taught 

without inducing fear or intimidation in the student. 

Then over the intercorn came the announcement that 1 was wanted 

irnmediately in the office of the Director of Nursing. 1 p t  out of bed, dressed and 

tried to prepare for the final assault. 1 knew that whatever was ahead of me, it would 

not be pleasant. As 1 lefi the room, Anne, the other teacher and I looked at each othcr 

in silent undentandinç. 



As 1 entered the office my eye was met by the glare of a stem faced woman. 

She was the director. No time was wasted informing me that she had received a 

cornplaint frorn the nursing art teachefs teacher that 1 had interfered with the 

teacher's engagement with a student. 1 hesitated then humbly tried to explain what 

had happened and how unfair tt had seemed. but she would not listen. Her final words 

as 1 was disrnissed from the off~ce were. "If you ever speak out against a teacher 

again. you are out of the program." I was silenced. 

Not Even Spared In Death 

The dominant air of intimidation carried into the chicai area as well. 

Perhaps the seeming motivation for power disengaged many nune educators from 

any wnx of canng for the studant. and oRrn for the patient as wrll. EI en those who 

seemed to care, who conveyed a more gentle demeanor, seemed to be silenced within 

a culture that reinforced domination and oppression. 

1 recail man- situations reminiscent of my bedmaking esperience in the 

hospital, where the patient too was witness to the cnticisrn bestowed upon the 

student. Procedure was of paramount importance and became a context for the 

teacher to wield insensitivity md power. 

One da): I ivas canng for a man who had a terminal illness. Suddenl!. he 

began to hemorrhage profusely. In the minutes it took for a medical response, rny 

concem was to attempt to contain the bleeding and to support this man in his crisis. 



He quickl y lost consciousness. but the bleeding did not stop. 1 recal l that I had never 

seen so much blood. 

In my haste to respond bloodied sheets. fell on the floor. which 1 quickly 

replaced with dry ones. Then in came the clinical teacher. She commented 

imrnediately in a critical tone that 1 should pick up the sheets. as it was against 

procedure to let them touch the floor. She abruptly left without engaging in 

assessment of the patient's condition. nor in any inquiry as to how 1 was handling the 

situation. Procedure seemed her only concem. 

Another story recaIl as equally depiorable occurred with still another teacher 

on a medical rotation. As I was walking d o m  the hall of a medical unit the teacher 

approached me. She infomed me that a patient was dying, indicated the room. and 

asked me to gather the other students. and the procedure book. and to meet her in the 

patient's room. 

I cornpl ied with her request. passed the message along, and gathered the 

procedure book. Outside the door. 1 recall hesitatinp for a moment. prhaps unsure of 

what 1 was to find inside. and feeling some apprehension. 

I entered. The teacher was standing besidr the head of the bed. As 1 

approached she extended her hand eager to retrieve the procedure book. The other 

students in the goup stood around the bed. 1 reluctantly entered the piphen,.  

My -es dri fied d o m  to the sti 11 figure in the bed. She was pale and 

motionless, her eyes closed to our presence. Suddenly her frozen posture was aroused 



and her breathing became deep. noisy and rapid. Then her respiration ceased. Over 

and over this process repeated iüelf. 

The teacher announced with confidence that we were observing cheyne-stokes 

respiration, -pical of impending death. She instructed us to time the period of apnea. 

when the breathing stopped. and told us that that period of tirne wouid lengthen as 

death became more imminent. She then abruptly opened the procedure book and 

announced that she was going to read to us from the procedure entitled Tare of the 

Body afier Death.' 

I knew that heanng was the 1st sense to depart in death. 1 remember feeling 

appalled at the teacher's Iack ofsensitivity to this human being Iying in the bed. 1 

wondered what the patient was feeling. t hiniiing expenencing. How disempowered 

did she feel by our seeming uncanng presence? 

The reacher seemed disconnected and undisnirbed by the process. She read the 

procedure, then closed the book. beckoning us to retum to our patients. No one 

touched the lady. No one addressed her by narne. N o  one attempted to communicate 

caring behavior or awvarenrss of her expenence. 

She was a body still breathing. S he became a part of the procedure. Leaming 

\vas not about human esperience. it was about technique. We departed obedientlp, 

leaving the ciyin2 lady atone. 1 am still to this day haunted by that experience. and by 

my silenced voice. 

So when is the srory done? When is it enough? As I recall and write these 

stories more mernories tload in io my awareness. There is no end to the possibiiity of 



story. Yet. knowing that 1 need to conclude somewhere I will end with one final s tos  

of my experience in a diploma nuning program that began in 1968. 

Spitting in the Toiiet 

Nuning Ans class embodied a strong theme centered on hygiene and 

personal care. On one particular day the nursing arts teacher was talking about mouth 

care We were positioned in our tiered classroom as usual. and she was stationed at 

the fiont of the room. 

She had a toothbrush and paste, mouthwasb a K-basin, and rnouth 

lubricants, and of course she had the procedure book. The class engaged with her in 

various strategies for mouth care, from assessrnent to heaith teaching, to care of the 

comatose patient. Compared to many of the other procedures this one seemed 

relative1 y uncompl icated. 

Once the procedure was coverea she suddenly changed the focus, or so we 

thought initiallu, as she asked us, "What do you think is the dirtiest part of your 

body?" T here \vas shifting and silent amusement. She waited several moments, and 

when none of the students replie4 she exclaimed dramatically, "The diniest part of 

the human body is the rnouth!" Her response was met by surprise for that was 

decidedly not the answer most of us had in mind. 

She then expounded on the fact that the mouth was indeed a garbage pail, 

and that there was no other part of the body that housed more microorganisms. 



'-Further to that," she uttered with dismay, -- when we clean o u  teeth, we spit those 

ve- sarne organisrns into the sink, the very vesse1 in which we wash ow faces! 

1nstead'- she proclaimeci, '-we should spit into the toilet!" 

There was amusement in the roorn, and twinering. That night in the 

residence. as we prepared ounelves for sleep. loud laughter drified d o m  the halls 

from the bathroorn. lnside. one nudent nurse after another hune over the totlets 

spittin their toothpaste into the basins. We cornplied with the new procedure. We 

laughed at the absurdity. The nexi night thouph. we spit in the sinks ... 

Affer Graduation: initiation to Practice 

When 1 graduated from the diploma nursing program 1 felt a distinct sense of 

relie< as weI1 as awareness that 1 wmted and needed to pursue additional education. 1 

knew at some level that 1 would not be content without it. 1 decided to enter a post- 

dipioma nursing program at an Ontario University that would allow me to graduate 

with an honours Bachelor of Science of Nuninç  degree. 

The culture 1 discovered there proved to be quite different from that 

rncountered in the previous diplorna school of nursing. The professon were hendly 

and open, and communicated respect and interest borh in and outside of the 

classroom. The atmosphere was academic. and the exjxriences of those in the class 

were welcorned as each of us was a registered nurse with varied backgrounds and 

practice. As a small group we quickly becarne cohesive within this open amiosphere. 



1 recall wondering if this different climate reflected a changed culture in a 

university setting, or whether our diplornas and registration in the College of Nurses 

entitled us to more respect than that gven to a student in an undergraduate nursing 

program. 1 did not know. nor at the time did 1 reflect long on the change. Rather I 

enjoyed the irnproved relationship with the rducators. and found myself engagmg 

readily in the process of education. 

As post-diploma students. we were offered theoretical courses and clinical 

practice in education and communih health as well as a theory course in nuning 

administration. The cumculum defined the potential roles in which we might find 

ouneIves after we graduated. The professor with whom I related most readily taught 

us the educational component of the curriculum. 

1 expect mu relationship to the education teacher very much influenced my 

aowing interest in that field of nuning perhaps bom out of the impact of surviving a 
C 

process that lefl me u-ith a sensitivity to disempowerment. This teacher's philosophy 

revealed respect for the leamer. and she inspired me in developing my ovm creative 

style. 

1 recall teaching a class as part of my course work through inservice 

education at a local general hospital. 1 used the metaphor of a cage to create the 

esperience as f perceived it for the client who had suffered a cerebrovascular 

accident. 1 smile in retrospect now, wondering at my sensitivity to entrapment based 

on rny previous experiences in nursing education, and how much they had influenced 

my perceptions. 



Near the end of my univenity courses 1 waas hired sessionally to teach a 

clinical course in a jenerai hospital to a group of undergraduate baccalaureate 

nursing students. 1 was pleased by the opportunity and equal ly excited that 1 was able 

to be paid for a teaching assignment. 

Within that process. however. 1 revisited the oppressive relationship 1 had 

known in my diploma nursing program when I received a cornplaint from one of the 

head nurses about a student's performance. I followed up by finding the student and 

asked her to describe what had happened. Her sto- spoke of a head nune who 

wielded power and ernbarrassed her in front of the staff and other students for an 

omission in care that, while she should have noted, it was not a serious one. My own 

experience as a student made me sensitive to her feelings of disempowerment and 

assisted me in helping her to rebuild her threatened self-esteem. That rnay have been 

the experience thar enlightened me to the choice one has in power relations. or to 

roles that provide power in nursing education and practice. 

1 gaduated that summer and obtained employment in a diploma nursing 

education program the fol lowing September. The hospital based programs were sti 11 

in place though there was talk of movement to the community college systern. This 

program was attached to a larger hospital than the one that 1 had been afiliated with 

as a student. and also esisted w t h i n  a larger commun*. 

1 found rnysel f again in a behaviofist culture. though my role itself had 

changed. The philosophy nithin the school was very much focused on knowledge 

defined in cumcular objectives, skills reflected in laborator). and clinical practice. 



and relationships where students were subservient to teac hers, head nurses and 

doctors. Even for those educaton who seemed motivated to empower and to promote 

the student in the leaming process, the climate of oppression was still paramount. 

t taught in that school for hvo years until it closed as a hospital based 

program. while remaining open as a campus to the community college system. As one 

of the less senior faculty members 1 was offered a position in a smaller campus but I 

declined. tnstead for approximatel y 2 years 1 worked clinicall y in psvchiatry and 

subsequently in medical-surgical nursing in the southem United States. 

Heading South 

Employment outside of nuninç education served as plaflul times for me. 1 

rnjoyed travel and a role where the focus of responsibility was for the client alone. 

My expenence working in a southem state also opened my eyes to other 

relationships of oppression and discrimination. 

The units on which 1 worked were housed by regstered nurses who assumed 

head nurse or team leader roles, and who administered medications. completed 

treatments, and assessed the client's condition. In addition there were nurses' aides 

who had no forma1 education in nursing, though they were able to feed patients. 

provide bathing and other activities of hy-ene. and transfer the patients within the 

system. For the most pan the head nurses were Caucasian, and the aids Negro. There 

was however, one head nune with whom I worked who was Negro. and one aid fiom 

a nonhern state who was Caucasian. 



A constant poser stniggle existed between the head nurses, and the 

registered nurses with the nurse's ai&. When it was 300 p.m. the aids would 

immediately leave the unit no matter what the patient priorities were. 1 recall being in 

charge one day and there was a lot happening that needed attention. I asked the aids 

to help and they refused. They lefi in spite of my requests and 1 knew that 1 was 

helpless to change their actions. The same relationship existed between the nunes 

aids and the head nurse who was Negro. She was treated no differently by the aids 

than the Caucasian registered nurses. Role defined the reiationship. 

Not so. however, with one nurse's aid who ivas the only Caucasian. She !vas 

rxcluded fiom her group and she sought out the support of the registered nunes who 

for the most pan. li kr her. were Caucasian. and where colour of skin defined the 

relationships. 

1 found the experience enlightening on a societaI level, though squally 

concerning. 1 lefi the southem States with a different sense of the power of oppression 

than rny previous life esperience had given me. 

Revisiting Ontario 

When 1 returned to Ontario again found myself empioyed in nursing 

education. ironically in the same school that 1 had tumed d o m  hvo years previously. 

I was again in a small comrnunity based diploma nuning propm.  though one that 

was now under the direction of the cornmunity college. 



I was again in a small community based diplorna nursing program, though one that 

was now under the direction of the community coilege. 

The school was filled with many who had lived and fiequently trained in 

nursing within that same community. The cuniculum was based on the medical 

mode1 and again revealed a Tyler theory bas& paradigm. Power relationships 

continued to be reflected by the philosophy of a behaviorist curriculum. In addition 

the community college system introduced a union, a role that was new to nurse 

educaton and one that created a division within the faculty. There were those who 

chose to use the union to exert power against administration and sometimes even 

peers, and those who rejected the union's notions and its power. 

The administrator was professional and educationally minded. She 

encouraged facule to become involved in committee work and to add to academic 

preparation. She inspired creativity and faimess within the educational role, and she 

catalyzed cornmitment to the process of education. As a nurse educator with a few 

years of  experience in practice and education 1 leamed much from her about 

rnethodology and politics in education. 

I recall one &y when 1 was attending a progress committee meeting. Its 

purpose was to evaluate situations that were difficult or where a student's 

performance was delinquent or unsatisfactory. Responses were generally rigid and 

punitive. A situation \vas presented. 1 felt imtated with the shident's actions, and 

others did as well . Discussion followed. 1 heard my voice respond in an oppressive 

tone. 1 felt the tension and the power simultaneously. 1 fell silent 



embraced power for a moment, expenenced the discornfort, and withdrawn. It was a 

tuming point ... 

This autobiography reveals the stones as recalled. In the next chapter I revisit 

the story to idrnti5 and recapture the themes identified in Chapter 2, to explore 

othen that emerge fithin the narrative. and to ident16 the significance of the story as 

it !vas recalled. 



CHAPER 4 

THEMATIC ANALY SIS 

Phenomenological themes are not objects or general izations: 
metaphorically speaking they are more like knots in the webs 
of our experiences, around which certain lived experiences 
are spun and thus lived through as meaningful wholes 

( van Manen. 1 990. p. 90 ). 

In this chapter 1 reflect on the hermeneutic meaning created within this 

research. and through analysis the themes are identifie4 "noting patterns across 

examples of stories" (Pocklinghorne. 1988, p. 177). As Benner t 1994. p.58) suggests. 

"Human behavior becomes a text analogue that is studied and interpreted in order to 

discover the hidden or obscured meaning." 

I circled and circled in reflection. read and reread the stories. b'here to begm 

the analysis? 1 retumed to the central questions fiom which the research had begwt 

and attempted to locate the meanings that arose fiom the literature. and that emerged 

within the story as told. Those central questions sought understanding of how nurse 

educators understand care. how care is inspire& and horv care is practiced. This 

research also sought to uncover how caring action might be derived from the sou1 of 

the nurse educator as a result of penonal spiritual transformation: how the sou1 might 

motivate caring action in practice; and finally. in what ways penonal transformation 

is the soul's attempt to awaken a source of care. 

1 reflected on the questions posed. Where to begin? Cornfortable with my 

web metaphor, I began to draw it hoping to discover or perhaps uncover the pattern 



of the web. In attempting to locate the relationship of emerging themes 1 utilized the 

following inquiries to guide my analysis. How rnight the relationships within the 

patterning of fiben speak to canne in nursing education and practice? What tensions 

speak to me within the story told? Do contradictory stories emerge and where*? Are 

the themes tnie to life? Do they echo life? Do the? imply an! univenal connection? 

How multiple are the plots that emerge. for --the narrative scheme serves as a lens 

through which the apparently independent and disconnected elements of existence 

are seen as relared parts of a whole'- ( Pol kinghome. 1 988. p.36 h Metaphoncal lu. how 

do the themes seem to tit together as links or fibers in the web? 

Citations from the autobiography. as well as those from other aurhon within 

the research will inform and show evidence for the thematic analysis. Fi,oures 4.1. and 

4.2. facilitate visualization of the linkages revealed within the thematic analysis. and 

demonsrrate changes in the web since that revealed in Chapter 2. 

One central theme reflects a relationship between -caring' and -piver'. In 

addition. three emergent themes. culture. gender. and role are identified. 1 now 

analyze the relationship of these themes. 

The Central Therne 

Canng.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. Poiver 



The central theme reveals itself within the meaning inspired by the concepts 

of -caringl and 'power'. Metaphorically within the web, this theme is seen as circling 

the h a r t  and sou1 of the web as Figure 4.1 reveals. 

Fiare 4.1. The identities change: canng and power encircle the sou1 of the web: the 

central t herne emerges. 

As 1 reflect upon the thernes zmerging within the metaphor. the concepts 

-canng' and -power' seem conrradictory to the understanding of lived 



experience of 'care' within a nursing cumculum. What contribution might power as a 

faction of this central theme nave in responding to questions of how nune educaton 

understand care. how care is inspired and how it is practiced? How might power 

enable understanding of research that seeks understanding o f  -seul' as a source of 

caring actions. and as an endeavor to awaken ones otm spiritual being? 

As 1 circied to uncover meaning to those questions. reflecting on the themes 

w t  hin the autobiogaphy. and returning to eariier stages in the research and to my 

literature review. the significance of the contradiction began to emerge. I recognized 

that -power' was not a concept 1 had identitied within the central questions of this 

research in C hapter 1.  

In Chaprer 2 1 compared h o  nursing cmicula behaviorist and caring? which 

were metaphorically revealed as the webs of caring and oppression. How had the 

description of one circling fiber changed from 'oppression' to -power'? Were they 

related or synonymous in meaning within this research? 1 deliberated on these 

questions and focused first on the meaning of 'power'. Discussion now focusing on 

the lived experience of the concept 'powver', reveals the emergent relationship of 

.caring'. - power' , and 'oppression' to this research. 

The Lived Esperience of Power 

Oppression ... power. Was the meaning nithin these concepts my due to the 

relationship of the seeming contradiction of 'power' and care'? Had power been a 



submerged notion? Was oppression the me meaning that 1 aîtached to the concept of 

power? Was oppression, as a synonym, a suficient descriptor? 

1 opened a thesau..  Beside the word 'power' the text revealed words: 

oppress. force, master and control. 1 was not sinpnsed. However, on M e r  reading, 

another opposing categorization included potency, effectiveness, potential. capacity, 

and ability (Landau & Bogus, 1977, p.519). I recognized immediately my bis .  

Though familiar with the concepts empower and disempower, as central concepts in 

health delivery, I had focused, indeed blinded rnyself, though not consciously, with 

the notion of oppression as central to power. I had not narned it so, nor seen its 

relationship to 'care. ' 

My lived experience \hittun nursing education, revealed in the autobiography, 

may explain that single vision. Certainly my stories of being a nuning student in a 

diploma nursing program were laden with examples of disempowering relationships 

with educators. Yet those stories are only a portion of my autobiography. They 

represent a part of mv lived experience. Were they seiected subconsciously to bring 

to conscious vision the impact of life experience on my perception of power today? 

Was the pain recalled within the story a source for new insights about the 

relationship of power and care? Was the realiration to become a source of 

transformation? The relevance of those questions within this present thematic 

analysis is suggested within this research. 

1 retumed to my autobiography seeking recognition of the context of 

oppression as power within the story toid. It began in the story on the evening that my 



grandrnother died. How insensitive that nurse was to my loss and to my confusion. 

My grandmother's opening eyes were not a sign of waking but rather a signal of 

death. contradictory signals indeed, to a child who had never witnessed rnortality. 

insensitivity as a trait in rhe nurse educator was revealed over and over again 

w t h i n  the stories. in relationships with the students. and rven with the patients. It 

was revealed from the first day of class in the story of the pillow and the pillow case. 

The disempowenng relationship with the nurse educator was revealed in bedmaking, 

in the laboratory and hospital settings. where even the patients viewed the oppressive 

and demeaning relationship with the student. It was exempiified by the  Director of 

Nursing who silenced my stop unheard. It foilowed into scenes of imminent death. 

where the procedure related to bedding was more important than the emergency. or 

the stress created for the student in dealing with a patient experiencing acute 

hemorrhage. The ~nsensitivity wvas again revealed in the clinical setting in teaching 

'Care of the Body Afier Drath'. Procedure and disernpowerment were imponant 

within these stones. not lived experience and sensitivity to the participants. Perhaps 

not surprising that the personal meaning inspired by 'power' had only one pdarih. 

The literature cited within this research reveals the long history of oppressive 

relationships and disempowenng dominating interactions within nursing education 

and practice (Allen. 1990; Bevis. 1988: Bevis & Watson, 1990: DeLuca 1996: Hedin, 

1989: Nehls, 1995: Skillings. 1992; Tanner. 1990). These authors emphasize the 

oppressive styles of educatinç and the creation of anitude where survival was more 

significant than learning. The story of 'the freckle' reflects indeed that survival was a 



more powerhl motivation than leaming, in a circumstance where the perfection 

demanded bu the powerful teacher seemed indeed. unanainable. 

With graduation from the diploma program. the stones reveal a different. yet 

revealing experience with oppression. As 1 assumed a role of a registered nurse. the 

stories reflect a changnç reiationship with the teacher in the univenity progam. and 

within practice goups to one of more positive interaction. Oppression is revealed 

mithin the stoq of nuninç practice in the United States as a tension within prejudice. 

As I taught in clinical settings in a pst-diplorna university program. and in diploma 

nursing education programs, rn y previousl y l ived experience of po werlessness 

changed. Instead- as 1 assumed changing roles teaching in both a university nursing 

program and in diplorna nuning pro-ms. 1 became sensitive to the choices that 1 

had in my relationships with students. 1 had now assumed roles where power was 

possible, either as empowerment or disempowerment. 1 became sensitive to the 

choice. 

As 1 indicated radier in this chapter, rny recognition within this thematic 

analysis of the dual polarin; of the concept 'power'. Ied me not only to ponder the 

relationship of my own lived experience with those in power, but also Icd me to a 

changed vision of the concept 'caring'. It began as 1 pondered my metaphor. 

Encircling the web was the tiber of Icare' and -power'. If power had a dual polarity, 

did care? 



The Lived Experience of Care 

in considering duality of meaning within the concept 'care', I discovered 

three aspects of lived experience: cultural value. gender and role, each with a 

re lationship to 'care' . These three concepts emerged and strengthened in clarity, and 

are identified as embedded themes, revealed wthin ths research. Within this analysis 

1 have corne to new realizations about the relationship of these emergent themes to 

the central theme, ' power' and 'care'. Figure 4.1. visually depicts the relationship of 

these embedded themes to the central theme that is revealed in the following portion 

of the analysis. 

Fipure 4.2. The embedded themes emerge: The final design of the web. 



While 'canng' was a lived experience most drarnatically revealed in my 

relationship with my grandmother. before she became ill. after. and when she dieci. it 

was also lived within caring actions as 1 fed and read to the ladies who were with her 

in that hospital semnç. 1 experienced surprise. dismay. even shock when 1 

encountered the nurse at my gandmother's death, and when years later 1 was 

introduced to the teachers in the diploma nurse pro-mm. As my stoq reveals my 

perception of nurses was that they were fi lied with warmth and compassion for 

others. 

From nursing teachers I expected the sarne. and mosr predominantly I met the 

opposite. Stiil there were caring teachen. Perhaps they too were disempowered 

wi t hi n a culture where domination was paramount. Nevertheless. they were there. 

although rny stones of the diploma school do not reveal the caring teachen, except in 

the story of Annr and the occupied bed. When the dominant teacher lefi the room to 

repon me to the director of nuning, 1 clearly remernber the caring teacher's 

engagement in attempting to hrlp Annr to finish that bed before the other returned. 1 

remernber her urgent attempt ro help Anne and the look of dismay and anxiety on her 

face. 

The stones clearly retlect the tensions within themes of care and power, and 

are together entwinrd around the heart and sou1 of the web. To further examine the 

layen represented within that c r n k l  theme one might ponder whethrr the strengths 

of caring actions, and those of power. are equal? As the analysis of the concept 

'power' has revealed. as an action it may empower or disempower the participants in 



education. In considering the equality of strength. it seems necessary to fint explore 

the concept of 'care'. Likewise does -canng' have a dual identity? 

1 tumed to the litenture to help me to find that answer and to sensitize me to 

my own life experience. and to the ways in which the autobiography spoke to that 

question. The literature suggests that canng actions are viewed with relationship to 

two themes identi fi rd previousi y and demonstrated in Figure 4.2.. gender. and 

cultural values. As the followïng discussion reveals each of these themes are stronglv 

linked to the central theme of power and care. and to the tension rhat exists behveen 

the two. 

Hunter (cited in Watson. I W O .  p.63) refen to nurses as '-gentle. calm. tenders 

of the il1 or dying. fieely offenng care which transcends class boundanes and restores 

to the il1 the dignity of al1 mankind bestowed on them." 1 am reminded of my own 

similar perception of nurses as a child in my sto- with mv grandmother and the other 

patients. when my grandmother's roommate gave me her nursing books. and when 

the? both encouraged me to be a nurse. 

Watson ( 1990 has a lrss optimistic and perhaps less ideal view of caring 

actions. skewed perhaps by what she rersals as the relationship of caring to 

domination. In refem-ng to the effects of patnarchy on nursing and health care today 

she suggests that. "Canng as a core value cannot be fonhcoming until we uncover the 

broader more fundamental politic of the male-oriented world view at work in our 

lives and the livrs of'thç people we serve" ( 1990. p.62). She continues by suçgesting 

that --for some unintelligible reason. the vast cadre of female health and human cannç 



professionals (nurses) continues to be -invisible'. .. caring is either women's work. 

and therefore invisible and not valued. or it is something to fear because it can 

threaten human power, oppose controi and domination. and make one vulnerable to 

human dilemmas one cannot change.. . it is perhaps not coincidental that feminism and 

nuninç are increasingiy linked in the literature" ( 1990. p.63 ). 

Other authors lend suppon to Watson-s view. Elkind ( 1995) suggests that 

canng actions within our culture fail into a categoq synonymous with maternai love 

that has historicallv been equated with not being a part of the work force. Acker 

( 1997) cites studies that indicate that nuning is not viewed as work. G- ( 1997. 

p.87) supports caring as desirable, but expresses tèar for the potential relationship 

with power and domination. She cautions thar -'It is my uncornfortable suspicion that 

theory. or perhaps the ways in which we use theory. tends to foster the replication of 

dominant culture. especially relationships of domination and subordination." The 

stories told sureiy rcho caring pnnciples verbalized in classroom practice. yet lived 

within a relationship with the student that was dorninating and oppressive. 

Watson ( 1990. p.62) adds furthrr support to the influence of patriarchy on 

women's disempowerment when shr reflects, " The present health care systern 

operates within a larger structure that now bas ro be openly acknowledgd as 

patriarchal: caring is viewed as worne~i 's  work. which is not valued and which is 

considered less imortant than the work of men". Domination of the nursing 

profession by a male dominant medical mode1 of care has bren demonstrated 

consistently within this culture. When one differentiates gender that is something 



biological( Woodrnan. 1990), from traits within gender. an interesting perspective 

emerges in considering the relationship of care and power. 

MacDonald & MacDonald ( 1988. p.478) identi- two distinguishing 

characteristics of behavior that may be demonstrated in either gender. but which are 

identifiable as a çender pattern. The male agentic or agency onented pattern. 

identified as prefened wïthin our culture. "manifests in self-protection. self-assertion. 

and sel f-expansion: mastery and cornpetition by separateness. isolation. alienation. 

aloneness: and repression of feeling. impulse and intuitive or creative thought." in 

contrast. the female communal or intept ion oriented pattern 1s '-manifested b -  a 

sense of being at one with other organisms: by contact. openness, and union: by 

noncontractual cooperation: and the lack of removal of repression" (MacDonald & 

MacDonald 1988. p. 478), and is viewed as less desirable. My autobiography 

reflected the idea that as a student in the diploma schooi of nursing, the agency 

pattern was demonstrated by most of the teachers cited as well as by the Director of 

Nursing, and w a s  most significantly displayed within the diploma nuning schools. 

where the curriculum timly cchoed dominance wirhin i ts conceptual frarneworl and 

discourse. 

MacDonald & MacDonald ( 1988. p.179) go on to suggest that the root of 

sexisrn within this culture 1s that the7'agency orientation is preferred, considered 

superior. rewarded and given the dominant place in our society." The? indicate that 

while males are the gender predorn inantly socialized and rewarded for assimilation of 

the agentic role, and fernales iikewise communal. when a female assumes a role of 



the agentic role. and females likewise communal, when a female assumes a role of 

school principal_ she is seen then to possess the agentic roles. performing *' in a maniy 

way her hierarchal role ( 1988, p.482)." The teacher's domination and that of the 

director of nursing as reveaied in this autobiography would suppon this agency 

orientation as a dominant theme in the Stones. 

Within this context. the anal ?sis suggests that the tension existing within 

relationships in nuning ttducatton seems to be inspired by the perceived desirabiiity 

or undesirabilin of canng actions. The linkage to power parallels that value system or 

influence. Nurse educators who stnve to teach in canng ways aiso empower the 

student and participants. and those that chose uncaring actions also disempower. 

Metaphoncally then. the tibers ma! be seen as balanced or complementary to rach 

other. Yet, that relationshi p seems incomplete. 

In reflecring upon the themes of culture. gender. and role. their emsrgence 

suggests that the central themc does not reflrct a cornplementary balance. In fact it is 

heavily wrishted as 1s reflected in the following analysis. 

Culture. Gender. and Rois And The Lived Esperience of Care 

When one examines the themes of culture and gender- does the impact of 

those emerging themes reveal desirabilih in canng actions and empowerment or do 

th- reflect actions that are uncaring and disempowenng? Are they in equal 

engagement? Do they circle the heart and sou1 to free it or  to desnoy it? 



Van Manen suggests that within thematic analysis it is important to 

determine. "the universal or essential quality of a theme ... to discover aspects or 

qualities that make a phenornenon what it is and without which the phenornenon 

could not be what it is" i 1990. p. 107). In responding to this concept one might then 

ask: "Do students enter nursing because the! want to care for others?" The reasonable 

answer seems to be -?es'. This initial question seems even more plausible in the sense 

of universality if one should postulate that -studenü enter nursing because the? do 

NOT want to care for othen. ' To answer - o s -  to this second inquin seems senseless. 

Yet if one considers the former question as correct then why is nursing 

laden with such a long history of oppression? What happens to nurses who enter to 

care? 

Examination of the theme of culture leads to important analysis of this 

question and suggesrs a relationship between disempowering actions in nursing 

rducation and social values. The impact of patriarchy has surrounded nursing for 

decades, housed within relationships, in the dominance of the medical mode1 of care. 

within a behaviorist curriculum, and within the impact of dominant agency pmerns 

of interaction. 

In a society that places high value on this pattern of relationship. and in which 

power is utilized to disempower and control. it is little wonder that nurses themselves 

while speaking in language that places value and cornmitment on caring actions. still 

maintain agentic agency patterns. In other words, if 'caring' is viewed within socieh, 



and within the established patnarchal systems in which we work as female, soft. and 

subservient. then caring in action may be viewed as nsky and vulnerable. 

The theme of 'role may be seen as adding to the agentic agency pattern. 

When one assumes positions where power is plausible, then those whose actions 

emanate the agentic traits may utilize it with authority. to disempower othen. Those 

with an orientation to agentic performance in role may support existence within a 

cycle of oppression (Frirre. 1990), and perhaps in practice in a culture of horizontal 

violence (Skillings. 1992) where hierarchy or role may be the only source of 

protection. Contranly. those with a stronger leaning toward communal, female 

patîems of educating, may be heightened in their abilities to empower the participants 

in education and educating within a pamcular role, even though their actions may not 

be highly regarded within the patnarchal institution. 

One might raise questions about the relationship of agency patterns and role 

within nursing aducation. Do those Mth an agency orientation aspire to roles where 

domination is not only acceptable. but where it is sought? Do roles assumed create 

the actions desired wivithin a culture or subculture? 1s an agency orientation sought out 

by nurse educators, or is it  reinforced and invented in a system that seeks i t  out? 

Further research is needed to respond to those concems. Within the scope of 

t his research t hematic anal y sis does suggest the need for further examination of 

culture as it influences caring relationships in nuning within this present day socieq. 

It also points to the necessity of cultural transformation where care and lived 

experience are valued within the social context. and within the subculture of nuning 



itself. Funher, the research suggests the need for penonal transfonnation, in knowing 

who I? as nurse. and nurse educator, choose to be, and in striving to practice and 

educate fiom a source of love. 

Both foms of transformation would strengthen the vitality of the centre of the 

web, freeinç it to strengthen within the v ipr  of caring actions based on insight. and 

awareness of inner tmth and enlightenment. As Ho1 lis ( 1 996. p. 117) has reflected "I 

am not what happened to ma. I am what 1 choose to become. 1 am not my roles: [ am 

rny journey. 1 am not rny limiting experience: 1 am the creative power of my 

potential." 

This research reveals the strong link between nune's actions as lived in 

practice to the values of the culture. As well. it suggests that nurse educators. and in 

fact a11 practitionan w thin hr lping relationships and education. need to recopize the 

impact of pamiarchy upon our relationships within our institutions. and to strive for 

penonal and socîetal spiritual transformation. The h a 1  chapter of this thrsis 

emphasizes the process of persona1 transformation. 

Earlier in this research I ponderrd the idea that rvhilr there could bc: 

institutions to provide care. could there be caring institutions. The thematic analysis 

within this research. suggests that within this patiarchal soc i e~ .  unlrss we find a way 

to balance male and fernale gender traits. while there can be caring rnembers, thrre 

cannot be caring institutions. Refemng to the search for the lost ferninine. Woodman 

( 19%. p. 16 ) reflects. ". . .the masculine bound to an obsolete parriarcha1 tradition 

experiences the emergence of the ferninine as a threat. To disam the masculine of its 



patriarchal fear of the feminine is  thus crucial to releasing the creative dyamics of 

parniership. Overcome by these fean. neither sex is in a position to forge new 

creation .*- 

While the themes identified within this chapter are multi-layered one might 

indeed wonder if care and power are both illusions. within a patriarchal society. 

Perhaps they esist only as impotent discoune while the participants are ultimately 

powerless. silenced in their desire to care. yet living within the illusion that as the? 

speak carin- discoune. then they live it. 

In Chapter 5 1 tell a story that inspired me to this research and to a portion of 

my own sou1 awakening. The story reflects my desire to 'teach from the warer'. to 

seek to awaken the place of sou1 in rducating, and to cnhance spintual strengh in 

caring for others within our present socieral conten. and within the culture of nuning 

education. 



CHAPTER 5 

MAY WE STRIVE TO TEACH FROM TWE WATER 

Mankind owns four things 
That are no good at sea - 

Rudder. anchor. oars 
And the fear of going dom.  

( Machado, cited in Hollis. 1996. p. 126) 

Introduction 

In this chapter the themes previously identified in Chapter 4 are reco~mized 

in relation to the synchronicip that emerges within the meaning making. Whilr " a 

thematic phrase only serves to point at. to allude to. or to hint at. an aspect of the 

phenornenon" (van Manen. 1990. p.93), as Hollis susgests ( 1996. p. 138). "We never 

achieve final certainp. never see the whole picture, never amve at the sun-lit 

meadow. W r  see through the the glass darkly, see bits and pieces only." When looked 

upon. however. as svnchronistic links in the web metaphor. individual themes within 

the story told suggest that relationship is based on more than coincidence. 

The relationships illustrated in this chapter. lead metaphorically to an image 

of 'teaching from the water-. The meaning of water is revealed personallv in 

narrative. discussed in relation to soul. and expressed through art and story. 

'Teaching from the water' implies iwo transformations: one that is personal and 

spiritual. and one that reflects societal transfomation away from the power of 

patrîarchy . Both transformations are discussed within this chapter. Finally. sai h g  is 

used metaphoncal ly through narrative to echo and emphasize the concepts. 



Awakened to Teach From the Water 

The surnrner of 1996 initiated my own penonal transformation, awakening 

me to new realizations in which relationship is inspireci and strengthened From love 

and care. It prompted my intention to live fiorn my soul, to potentiate sensitivity in 

heartening others, in sharing and in feeling cared for. It opened my vision to the 

possibility of living and teaching corn the water, for "...in the sacred moments of life 

- the sou1 moments - water is alwavs with us. Without water there is no love ... 

without connection to o u  imer waters, we do not feel. Connecting to our well in 

rneditation opens us to the possibility of drinking from the water of soul that @es 

rneaning to life" (Woodrnan, cjred in Simphnson, Simpkinson, & Solari.1995. p.77). 

As 1 reveal the sfories embedded in that transformation, 1 refiect on a 

metaphor of sailing., reflective not of a joumey to isolated ports, but of points of 

connectedness in a joumey of persona1 spiritual transformation. as revelation to the 

patteming of the web. Wind as the soul's brearh may fil1 the sail with visor, or empn 

its potency. It may beckon the sailor to sea and offer a process of dance or 

destruction. The sailboat echoes the vitality of life as it glides, stalls, slams, mes and 

fdls. It reflects the web of life relationship. It aitaches itself to soul connection in its 

need for union with water. 



Connecting to Water 

I have always been aware of an inner contentment and safety when 1 position 

myself close to the water. My favorite well has always been Lake Huron. close to my 

family cottage where 1 can swim. sail. walk beside i t  or sleep with the night sounds it 

composes. When close to it 1 sleep deeply. My dreams are vivid. 

Whenever 1 need 'soul food-. when I feel rny capacity to dance losing g o u n d  

1 cal1 to the l a k  and I retreat to it. In winter when it is frozen. 1 long for it. I yeam for 

warm winds and a thaw. My parents revealed that before I could walk 1 atways 

crawled to it. As a roddlcr I \vas told that I would hike nght into it until the water 

went over my head. I thirstzd for it even then. 

Water inspires my connrction with soul. It leads me to rny inner rmhs.  It 

unites me with love and creasion. It beckons me to explore and discover, rollicking in 

its ripples of light. If 1 can teach from the water. I'm informed by a desire to connect 

from a position of love. not power ... to sail in open air in any condition. I'm adjacent 

to the essence of rny spirit. shirlded from the love ofpower, attracted to the power of 

love ( Klemp. 1996 1. 

Teaching from the water inspires me to reach from a source of love inside 

myself. rather than tiom a source of power. When educaton focus on mastery and 

controt of  knowledge. the process is inspired as a maneuvered vesse1 as rnirrored in 

the following story. 



.A u?is mine. 1 owned it all. It wasn't large. It didn't need to be. because it 

sparkled in the water. and when 1 lifted the sails it shot smanly across the lake. 1 \vas 

determined to be the rnost adept and courageous captain. There would be no 

conditions that 1 could not command. So day afier da? I exercised my passion ... 

Finally my opportunity arose. The winds were terceful and the waves 

retaliated in size. 1 felt challenged to maneuver my crati in conditions that were both 

strong and unyielding. I would use evec ounce of awareness to respond accurately to 

the energy beckoned by the wind. 

1 tacked. The boat leaned and tore through the wave. I felt the power as mv 

arms clung to the helrn. and 1 knew that 1 was sailing on the edge. The boat screamed 

inside the wind and sumrnoned evec ounce of weight I couid muster to bar it from 

casting itself down, and into the lake. The sails were blown out as if to burst in the air 

energy.. . 

1 saw the wave roaring toward me and sirnuItaneousIy 1 knew that the boat 

w a s  in the wrong position. I attempted to move foward into it but it w a s  too fast. too 

lare, and I was too late. I t  hit me. It smashrd into the boat with the full force of the 

wslnd. Wr feil together like slain pirates. The contents of the boat slid out and 

dissolveci under the surface of the churning mass around me ... 

When we as educaton teach from a love of power motivation. we rnove 

further and further away from a source of love in Our relationship with the student 

and the process of learning becomes both destructive and rneaningless. Perhaps 

power reflects a need embedded within the values of our present day western society 



where. "...the tendency to be preoccupied with having, at the expense of losing touch 

with the dimension of being, is becoming even more pronounced ... the intensity and 

the urge to have creates an ever widening gulf fiom the awareness of who and what 

we are" ( Batchelor. 1 983. p.25 ). 

Nursing education. as described earlier in this research. has a long history of 

sailing in difficult conditions. and many times its sailon have k e n  the oppressors on 

the sea. We can no longer risk that domination for. as the previous stones revealed. 

the relationships are clearly disempowering. The seas are filled with rocks that 

threaten relationship. that srrike sharply at the concept of canng. Nursing education 

needs transformation to the power of love in educating. 

This researc h has revealed patriarchy as a contes within our present day 

societv, that indeed contnbutes to the oppressive relationships that exist wthin 

nursing education and practice. Patriarchy looms as a silificant influence in 

disregarding the concept of care. The research has aiso revealed a culture that seems 

lacking in spirituaiity. and in an awareness of sou1 as a source of love and care in 

relationships. 

To alter curriculum to one that values caring actions. that is fillrd wîth 

philosophy and discourse that reflects a caring paradim. without attention to these 

personal and societal features is fruitless. In considering the implications of these 

concems to nursing education. I would like to begin by revealing pan of my stoq in 

personal spintual transformation. and then to secondly consider the implications 

within our patriarchal society. 



Locating Sou1 in Personal Transformation 

It was the summer of 1996. It was hot and the wind was light. Still. our 

compulsion to sail lured my tnend Bet and 1 to the water. So we went to the Sauble 

River, climbed into the boat named Dragon. and motored to the lake. 

.As we depaned from the rnouth of the mer. the sky \vas designed wth cloud 

and Sun, and the lake invited us to its peaceful waters. There \vas barel' a hint of 

w nd. 

We had barely litied the sails when the w n d  becarne more bnsk. 

Instantaneously we wre in motion. We considered in which direction to head and 

afler brief deliberation decided to head north to the islands. 1 recall expenencing 

some caution that the wnds rniçht be tough coming back. but 1 dîsmissed the thought 

quictly. Expenence reminded me that the wivinds rarely stayed in one condition long 

on this lake. 

Off we went. It  could not have been more ideal. The wnds were moderate 

and steadv, and the lake kvas filled with crests of gentle waves. We sailed feeling full 

of the 1 i fe energ.. 

We approached the islands. WC knew that they were surrounded by shallow 

waters and rocks, so we sailed more cautiously. The waves were becoming choppy, 

and it was diffïcult to sense or to see the depth of the water around us. The rocks 



provided sipificant risk. so reluctantly we tacked and shified into deeper and safer 

waters. We were sony to have lefi the islands unexplored. 

We had barely tacked to a southerly direction than we recognized 

simultaneously that the water was gaining strength. The waves g e w  and broke 

around us. and correspondinçly the wind shifted and began to gust. The boat leaned. 

so the surface of the lake was even with the depth of the boat. and the waves splashed 

rnenacingly inside. We beared off from the wind and aitempted to krep the boat alive. 

but it was to no avaii. Unless we pointed with the strongest winds we could rnake no 

headwav in the chuming water. and then. we were at nsk of leanrng too t'ar into the 

water and being overpowered. 

We tacked sevrral times. each hoping to pass the roch?* point of land known 

as Chief s Point, that led to another bay, wondering if the conditions were better or 

worse afar. The wnd continued to blow unrelentlessly, and the waves threatened to 

defeat us. We were tiring. 

We had saifed man'. times together and tmted each other irnpiicitly. Ws 

both simultaneously knew the unspokrn. The conditions atre too much. Finally Brt  

declared with disappointment. T m  calling it. Let3 go in. We can tis the boat at 

Oliphant." We esperienced cornbined reluctance and release. yielding to the sea's 

command. 

Oliphant \vas the most proximal harbor and we knew we would have no 

di f f i c u l ~  secunng Dragon there unti l tornorrow. Wc set the sails -\king-on-wing'. ow 

favorite form of sail. preferred perhaps because of the incredible perception of 



buoyancy. and the inexplicable sound provoked. Dragon dnfted downwind to the 

harbor. 

Once we were in the channel. the wind faded and the previous churn in the 

water was replaced by a more relaxed and flanened sea. The previouç circumstances 

seemed reflectively like a dream. We dnfted slowly into the tàmiliarity of the cove 

where we had housed Dragon summers before. It felt customary to be there. and 

made it casier for us to secure the boat and to leave it there for the night. 

With Dragon srcure in the cove. ive surrendered to exhaustion. We obtained 

a nde back to the cottages. rel ieved to be on shore. though stirred by the adventure. 

Next moming, renecved by a night's sleep, we both awakened early. èager to 

bring Dragon home. The moming air \vas fresh. the sun shone bnghtly. unscathed by 

cloué and the surface of the iake was flat. We headed up to Oliphant in two cars. 

leaving one docked at the river manna. where we would return with the boat. 

Within minutes ive found the harbor. still sleeping in the stillness of daw. 

Numerous boas were snuggled contentedly in the silence of the undisturbed air. Our 

eyes mi-mted to the spot where we had tied the boat and instantaneously the serenih 

of the moment was broken. The boat was gone! 

The alarm was short-lived as o u  eyes located Dragon senled quieti?. and 

protected within some weeds. We waded through the shallow water. and retrieved the 

broken rope that had secured Dragon. Luckil y the anchor had prevented the boat from 

dnfiing far. 



We ciimbed into the boat. While normally we found the sound of the motor 

intrusive and contradicton. to the serenity created in sai l ing, this morning we needed 

it. and the stillness and tranquillity of the moming made us deaf to its sound. We 

motored to the mouth of the take. There was no wind at all. 

We slid through the water. The motor purred. We felt connected to ail that 

surrounded us. We experienced indescribable peace. The moming Sun. stiil wakingl 

danced with ciarity on the surface ofthe lake. 

Corrnorants played mischievously around us. ducking then popptng with 

glee. Thev made me smile with en\?. i Felt an inexpressible union w-ith the essence of 

life. and located rnyself. sitting at the bow. my feet dipping in the water with the 

motion of the boat. thankful for the life and love experienced. 

Again a cormorant disappeared from view. then as quickly reappeared. i t  

seemed IO tease us with irs presence. and I felt curious, perhaps enwous of its abiliry 

to disappear, and to then resurface so swiftly. 

Suddeni-. rny perception was lured to a hawk orbiting over the boat. It glided 

and circled over and over. in circles long and deiicate. though filled luth strength. Its 

wings were so vast that they seemed to barely move. Rather i t  srrmcd that i t  floated 

through the air. We watched i t overhead for several minutes. until finally it moved 

away. and receded into the vastness of the endless SA?. 

The silence filled rny ears and connected me inwardly to feelings of love and 

inspiration. I felt connected to life. in love with the radiance that surrounded me. I 

engaged with the spirit and soulful atmosphere of the moming. 



Drunk with bliss. I failed to recognize the entrance to the river home. Though 

entered endless times before. I had not noticed i t. Amused by m y lack of 

inattentiveness. 1 turned the motor off. My eyes gazed into the light and held it close. 

wanting to embrace it forever. 1 knew instinctively within rnvself. thar the moment 

was significant. We sat silently in the boat for several minutes-. 

The time came where it seemed that it was tirne to leave. Who is the time- 

keeper'? From what place in self do those intuitive messages anse? 1 was reluctant to 

turn on the motor. to leave the essence. the energy of the expenence. 1 knew I had to. 

We motored down the nvzr. docked Dragon. and drove our cars back to the 

cottages. Later ive would retlect on the divine expenence shared. We had moved with 

the Iife energy We had surrendered to its requests. We had listened to the inner 

voice. We had encountered the spint of the moming. We had considered al1 of it. 

Back in the c ih  1 shared the experience with a cherished fnend. She listened 

intently and then her eyes widsned as 1 descri bed the cncircling hawk. She retrieved a 

book from her bookcase and beckoned me to look to the page she had opened. 

InscrÏbed was the follo~r.ing. "In the traditions of some Native Arnericans, the hawk is 

a messenger of God. Its appearancr is a blcssing. for it alens an individual to go to 

the spintual mountain and employ the gift of godlike vision" ( Klemp, 1996, p. 131). 1 

felt both blessed and inspired. 

1 felt aware that sornething \vas awakening within me a sense of care from rny 

soul, and an awareness of deep and divine love in my relationships nith others. That 

love seemed to flow and circle. like the hawk perhaps, with limitless energ. 1 sensed 



an association to the water that raised my perception of love and divine connection. 

The heart of the web was before me though l did not recognize it then. I knew only 

that 1 needed to somehow awaken myself to its presence. 

This expenence continues to have a profound impact on my own process of 

transformation. and prompted me early in this researc h to locate the heart and sou1 

within the web metaphor. As 1 reread and retell the s to l ,  the images in memory are 

filled with dari@ and color. and the perceptions continue to f i I l  me with awe. It has 

guided me to recognize that spiritual awareness means to be euided from the source 

of love within our souls. "...The search for meaningfulness in lifè - relates to 

spirituality: a need for real transformation of our lives" (Havelka, 198 1. p.48 ). 

To teach from the water, like saiiing in the waters of divine light' allows us as 

nurse educators to open ourselves to an inner sensitivity to Our being. of Our 

connectedness to one another, and of our relationships together. It leads to awareness 

that the metaphor of web clearly represents synchronicity, "an acausal connecting 

principle that manifests itself through rneaningful coincidences" (Randall. 1995. 

p.171). It inspires us to stand in the waters of our souls and share in the enlightened 

process of teac hi ng and learning. 

Teaching from the water allows knowledge to assume a focus of that which 

"each individual makes of expenence rather than on the expenence itself Reflection 

therefore is critical to knowingq:" (Berman, 199 1. p.9). Wondement flow-ing from the 

spin t echoes -'l ived r d  ity, about expenence and the possi bility of experiencing" 

(Huebner, 1988. p. 164) . As Hollis ( 1998, p. 138) postulates. "The vision of 



transcendence ma! not be clear. but the task of catching glimpses. hatching new eggs 

dong the way. suffenng the and places of the soui, leads in the end to the realization 

that the meaning is not in the amval but in the journey itself" 

In seeking to live and to teach from the water. new and varied inquiries srek 

resolution within the context of nursing education. What is my life experience in 

connecting with my soul? Can 1 listen? What 1s my experience of canng'? What 

meaning does the concept of care hoid for me in my life experience. in nursing. and 

in nursing education? What inspires rny canng actions in living. in teaching, and in 

practice? How have 1 amved at my experience of caring? How did the personal 

narrative within this research speak to my story and experience'? 

in reflecting on the answen to those questions, I recall the meaningful 

connections reveaied within the web metaphor. I examine the anaiysis of themes 

revealed within this research. that echo the stonr told I recognize synchronicih and 

know that when " synchronocity is at work in our lives, we feel connected rather than 

isolated or estranged from othen: we feel ourselves part of a divine dynamic. 

interrelated univene. Sytchronitic events offer us perceptions that may be useful in 

our own psychological and spi ri tual gowth and may reveal to us through intui tivc 

knowledge that our lives have rneaning"( Randall. 1995. p.273). 

I would invite you, the reader, to reflect upon your own stories. your response 

to mine and to those questions posed within this research, to uncover your own soul 

source, for narrative becomes one means of discovery of both self and othen. As 

Happe! and Pnce have noted. "Perhaps most characteristic of the contemporaq 



resurrection of the soul is the current trend toward the recovery of storytelling, 

especialiy involving stones that prompt us  into sel f-awareness and decision" t cited in 

Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solan. 1995. p.68). 

Locating the hean and sou1 of the web is a titting metaphor for nursinç 

research where the questions seek to understand the relationshi ps of canng, personal 

transformation. and soul. for as Woodman reflects. --Metaphor is the literal langage 

of the soul" (cited in Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solari. 1995. p. 180'1. Persona1 

narrative is also a method consistent with this use of metaphor. for --... stones make 

soul. and soul speaks in stop. By becorning aware of our stones and their 

complexities. we access soul because through story. we make meaning" ( Metzger. 

cited in Simpkinson. Simpkinson. & Solan. 1995. p. 180): we are able to reflect 

hermeneutically to the inrerpretation, '-in this case of ourselves to ourselves" 

( Randall, 1995. p.4 1 ). Story becornes -- a source for others to refiect, undersrand and 

-- 
transfomi.. . i Rogers in Haggerson. 1 995, p.96). 

Penonal transformation of the nurse educator seems to represent one valid 

response to locate canng actions in teaching relationships, motivated and derived 

From the soul. Throughout much of this thesis work 1 believed that the research \vas 

leading to that concem. Only through the thematic analysis did 1 uncover the societal 

conflicr that has emerged within this research that represents the oppressive pattern of 

patriarchy, relegating care to a position of fernale and subservient- 



Transformation From Societal Patriarc hy 

Transfomation from the oppression imposed within male dominated medical 

models of practice. behavionst cumculurn. and from the hidden discourse of those 

who impose patriarchal discourse within a female biological gender. for "women can 

be worse patnarchs than men" ( Woodman. 1996. p. 18). seems a viable. pet 

ovenvhelming undertaking indeed. Yet without a societal transformation, the aged 

and enomous patriarchal forces make cranfornation of the self ofthe educator. of 

the profession. and of nursing-s image within our socieîy a fmitless etTon indeed for 

we need to place sou1 at the center of our concems in order to alter Our values 

( Moore, 1 994 1. 

While the metaphor of web has enhanced visualization of the themes 

impacting caring actions in education and practice. nursing needs to attend closely to 

the impact of patnarc ha1 power on the fiber of care. and challenge it's capacih to 

indeed threaten the fiber that circles the hean and sou1 of the web. Through both 

persona1 and societal transformation nursing rnight instead strengthen the  fiber of 

care, and balance the central theme ui th empowering rather than disempowenng 

traits. As Woodman has postuiated 

the \val1 of rnirrors through which men and women fail 
to see each other is still up. it  stands invisible in the 
streets. in Our institutions and in personal relationships. 
It stands most dangerously in the unconscious of the 
sons and daughters of patnarchy. Subtle, fiosted with 
i l  i usions and projections. it betrays. .. . The unconscious 

dvnarnics that keep the ferninine a prisoner of patriarchy 
are in our bones. Yet if we could each takc responsibility 
for Our own inner victim and tyrant, we could truly 



depotentiate the old parental complexes. Released from 
their power, we would be free to love" 

( 1990, p. 10-1 1 ). 

The centre of this research is located in the heart and soul of the web. It seems 

titting then to conclude this thesis with a narrative and an artform that togrther retlect 

awareness. contact, and relationship with that core. The an  is reflected on Figure 5.1. 

Ripples of Divine Light 

The title of this section rmerged one day in the summer of 1996. 1 sat at my 

easel aware of feeling both biessed and guided in the quality of sharing and 

expenence that 1 had located in unique and close relationships. I began to paint. 

simultaneously aware of the surge of rmotion 1 was expenencing. 

As my bnish began to glide across the paper it seemed to speak for me. My 

hand became the instrument. and mu soul the pivot of light for that housed in the 

unconscious mind. As water and clouds emerged. simultaneously, white light burst 

through the shadows. beaming from a source of radiance that spread. and danced. and 

rippled on the water. 

That experience represents the soul of this research. It has aftinned my 

motivation to be a seeker of light, to move in harmony wth  others. from a source of- 

love and connectedness. 

It calls to the question of 'being' with othen, motivated by the soul. not the 

mind. and echoes the wounded healer in the process of transformation where the 





shadow and persona collide. 4 s  Hollis explains. --Since much of the first half of life 

involves the construction and maintenance of the persona, we often neglect our inner 

reali ty... we leam through the deflation of the persona world that we have Iived 

provisionally: the integration of inner truths. jovful or unpleasant is necessary to 

bnng new life and the restoration of purpose" ( 1993. p 4 ) .  

Perhaps we seek the darkness to find the light. We call for the s hadow to 

animate the soul. -'ln the Middle Passages we are invited to find our passion. [t is an 

imperative to find that which draws us so deeplv into life and our own nature that it 

hurts. for that rsperience transfomis us'- ( Hollis. 1993. p. 106). Hollis ( 1996) rnlarges 

upon pain as a source tbr transformation when he says. "Wc l e m  knowledge; we 

cannot l e m  wisdorn. Wisdom anses through the assimilation of suffering. Suffering 

assimilated eniarges the personaiity. brings amplitude to the soul" (p. 125 j. 

When inspired by the transfomed hean. our relationships become the caring 

dialogue we seek. We radiate an energy from our souls. " and if 1 discover that 

energ. for instance in rny students. in others. in ';ou. in nature. then 1 have found a 

rare egoless satisfaction which 1 would sirnply call spintual" (Havelka 1 98 1. p.48). 

May we strive to live and teach from the water ... 
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